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THE FOCKERS ARE BACK
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Along with "Little Fockers." plenty of other newsworthy movies,
albums, television shows and video games are building much
anticipation. See PULSE on PAGE 11.
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Freshmen enrollment reaches near-record numbers
ByAliMaONalll
News Editor

Congratulations, freshmen
class of 2010, you are all a part
of the biggest incoming class
at the University since 2004,
and the second biggest class
in history.
Enrollment numbers within the admissions department, as of Tuesday, anticipate 3,875 students arriving on the first day, a little
less than the 3,929 in 200-1.
Assistant Vice President for
Enrollment Management
and Director of Admissions
Gary Swegan said that num-

ber can change and probably
will within the first couple of
weeks though.
"You do lose a few that
are homesick or whatever
between day one and day 15,"
Swegan said. "We could even
be a little above 3,875."
Swegan said the number
could increase because of
the two orientations held at
the end of the week and also
the unknown number of
international students that
will be attending.
The increase in enrollment this year as compared
with the last three years is
significant, especially the

USG outlines goals
for new school year
By Max Filby
Reporter

Students are now able to travel downtown thanks to a new
shuttle system proposed by
the Undergraduate Student
Government last spring The
shuttle is scheduled to run
every Thursday through
Saturday night and will likely
be free to all students.
"We worked on what we
wanted and put together a
basic shuttle route." said
Dan Caldwell. USG vice
president. "With such a
high enrollment we might
not even have to pull money
from students either."
This summer, USG has
also been looking to improve
commuter travel during

j Kevin Basch
Undergraduate
Student
Government
President
the winter semester by
amending the current
guidelines for University
closures and delays.
The changes will create
a threshold, such as a Level
Two Snow Hmergency to cancel classes for commuter students, said loe Edens, USG
chairman of internal affairs.
Changes may also define
certain wind chill levels that
could cancel classes.
See USG | Page 19

jump from last year to this
year which was 3,166 to 3,875.
Swegan said the increase is a
product of the reinvestment
the University made in the
enrollment effort and the
new staff those University
funds allowed them to hire.
"We brought in six new
recruiters on a ten-month
contract that allowed us simply to, relatively speaking,
we doubled our recruitment
output in terms of the number of high schools we visited,
the number of college fairs
that we attended, the number of on-campus programs,"
Swegan explained. "Our on-

campus visitors were up over
20 percent this year."
In addition to the new
recruiters in the admissions
office, another new admissions branch was formed last
summer that contributed to
the high enrollment numbers. The Student Enrollment
Communication Center was
created to reach out to prospective students and offer
them personal contact with
the school and director Sandy
Mencer said that's one reason
why the numbers are up this

Who is the class of 2014?

See ENROLLMENT | Page 14

IP i Hispanic students, the largest popula13*1 tion since 2006.

A statistical look at the incoming freshman

566

Out of state students. 239 of which
reside in the state of Michigan.

T ^ A Average GPA of the incoming class.
D.ZU 2.445 had a GPA of 3.0 or higher.
11C Entering the college of Musical Arts,
11J the smallest of any college.
^ 101 Female students, outnumbering
dmy IQI males by roughly 500 students.

Faculty plan collective bargaining election
By

Widm.n
Reporter

AIJSM

and non-tenure track mem- strategic goals that the BGSU allow faculty to negotiate
bers to immediately begin community has established." higher salaries and benefits
Faculty Association mem- contract negotiations with she said April 21. "While that compete with the rates
the administration does of other state universities.
bers are awaiting a fall mail- the University.
According to Candace
in election that could alter
"Our position was always to not support the organizing
more than 800 full-time fac- have the entire faculty in one effort, it does look forward Archer, secretary of the
ulty members' futures.
bargaining unit, because to the conversation that will Faculty Association, this
will positively affect stuThe University admin- we're more similar than dif- now take place."
Despite the University's dents by providing a more
istration and the Faculty ferent," Jackson said. "We
Association reached an want to survey our members, opposition,
Faculty stable faculty, decreasing
agreement on the collec- find out what important Association
members class sizes and adding a
tive bargaining issue June 17, things they want us to nego- remain optimistic for a pass- faculty voice to strengthen
prior to a scheduled hearing tiate for and what is best for ing vote and positive results, educational priorities.
in Columbus.
us and the students."
said Karen Craigo, director
"We're spending a lot of
Instead of attending, the
time explaining to students
President Carol Cart wright of communications.
parties entered negotia- has addressed the faculty's
"It's the answer to a lot of what's going on and why
tions and selected Sept. 28 desire to form a collective our problems and it's all for the faculty believes this is
through Oct. 12 as the time bargaining unit periodi- the good of the students," she important," she said. "1 got
period for a confidential State cally with statements on the said. "It's been said before involved because I know
Employment RelationsBoard 1 Iniversity's website.
that our working environ- people on campus and this
election, Faculty Association
"|T|he
administration ment is their learning envi- is a way I can help improve
President David Jackson said. believes it can be fairly said ronment, and we're all look- their circumstances."
All full-time faculty mem that this step would funda- ing forward to getting past
Archer said the Faculty
bers .lie eligible to vote, mentally alter the faculty this election so we can colSee FACULTY | Page 19
Jackson said, and a "yes" vote culture of BGSU and do laborate for their future."
would allow both tenured nothing to accomplish the
Collective bargaining will

Back to School!
Ready for a hot new look? Head to Plato's Closet® in
Perrysburg. We buy and sell gently used guys and girls
clothing, shoes and accessories from all your favorite
brands. Stop by for a new you for the new year!
10% OFF PURCHASE WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID

We're Closer Than You Think!
FROM BGSU:
Take 1-75 North
to Exit 192
Merge onto 1-475 toward
Maumee/Ann Arbor
Take exit for OH-25 N
and make a right.
Then right on
W South Boundary

Graduate Senate prepares for new year
By Jess Jamas

students develop themselves
at the University."
Over the summer, Dinda
and other GSS committee
members planned for several
new, upcoming events for the
fall semester.
"The GSS legislation has
been working all summer
with executive committee
members for the coming
year," GSS secretary Alice
Cook said. "Our organization
is dedicated to identifying
student concerns and producing promising results."
GSS will hold monthly
brown bag luncheons where
leaders from the University
and the surrounding com-

Senior Reporter

Dedicated to resolving issues
through active representation, the Graduate Student
Senate is committed to serving the 3000 graduate students at the University.
Through legislative efforts
and ongoing communication
with the administration, GSS
adheres to enhancing the
academic and social experiences of all its members.
"Our two primary roles are
professional development
and advocacy," president of
GSS Stephen Dinda said. "We
want to facilitate the ways

munity will discuss student
issues and the ways they can
be resolved.
"We're looking for ways to
expand and tailor to st udents
needs," Dinda said. "The luncheons will be a conduit to
connect students to upper
administration for expressing concerns."
Other new projects include
a University car rental program. Dinda said the program will make renting a car
affordable and convenient
for all students.
"One of the problems with
See OSS | Page 19

Largest Plato's Closet In The Nation Is In Perrysburg!

Large selection, best price and quality

Perrysburg Location Open Mon-Sat 10AM - 9PM & Sun Noon - 6PM
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Moving on campus can bring new excitement; it
also poses new challenges. Here are some tips for
success in your new

home
away from
home
Residence Life
plans activities
year-round
Floor meetings, programs help make
transition to college life simple, fun
By Emily Tucker
Reporter

The residence halls and
Office of Residence Life have
entertaining plans for the
incoming freshmen class to
stimulate interaction with
roommates and to learn
about residence hall life.
Sarah Waters, senior associate director of Residence
life, said it is very important for freshmen to go to
their first floor meetings
and read the roommate
agreements handed out by
the resident advisers.
"Roommates have to talk
about how clean to keep
Itheir] room, rules on eating
each other's food and other
issues," Waters said. "But
be as open-minded as you
can be with your roommate
since it might be their first
time sharing a space."

The Office of Residence
Life, Resident Student
Association and each residence hall will be hosting
educational and social
activities the first few weeks
of classes. Waters said the
activities would help freshmen "try to understand
community Irving."
Claire Bailey, a senior and
resident adviser in Conklin.
wants to have a birthday
party to celebrate the centennial of the University.
Steve Syoen, a hall director from Harshman, said the
residence halls will be having volleyball tournaments,
luaus, cornhole tournaments and other activities.
For more information
about Residence Life or
activities planned check
with the residence hall RA or
visit www.bgsu.edu/ofEces/
sa/reslife/.

Looking to put that final
touch on your dorm room?
We have GREAT Prices & GREAT
values for your clothing, furniture,
and dorm needs!

STUFF

Advice for a smooth
college transition
The first weekend can be overwhelming,
but a few simple tips will bring success
MAKE A SMOOTH
TRANSITION: To help
make friends and ease into
college life, relax the first
weekend, go to the first floor
meeting and walk to Dairy
Queen (while avoiding the
construction).
"The longer you are in your
room, you don't get to see
BG." Bailey said.
DON'T FORGET: In order
to respect others in the
community, follow the rules
for quiet hours, the guest
policy, fire safety and do not
have pets except fish.
"Students are surprised when
they find out they can't bring
beanbag chairs and inflatable
furniture because of fire
safety." Syoen said
REMEMBER TO BRING:
The following items with make
your room more comfortable:
a fan. refrigerator, microwave,
laptop, futon and DVD player.
BUT PLEASE DITCH: Th«
following items are forbidden:
halogen bulbs, extension
cords, candles, air conditioners
and cooking appliances. Also,
be willing to leave some parts

of your past behind.
"Freshmen should leave past
stereotypes at home." Bailey
said. "At college you can
become a whole new person."
Students can check out what
items to bring, leave at home
and even more at http://www.
bgsu edu/offices/sa/reslife/
pagel9899.html.
SEEK HELP: When
problems arise, residents
should talk to their resident
adviser, the front desk, the hall
director and then the Office
of Residence Life.
SAVE BUCKS ON
BOOKS- Use programs
such as OhioLink and the
University's textbook rental
service to spend less on
books. Also, find a buddy who
is taking the same class and
share a book to split the price
in half
SPEAK L P: If you're not
sure where your class or
a building on campus is
located, always ask an RA.
upperclassmen or any friendly
face. Everyone is new at some
point. You'll never learn if you
don't ask.

YOURSELF
Enjoying a meal plan with readily-prepared meals is one of
the main perks of living on campus. You may not have mom's
home cooking, but dining hall cuisine will soon fulfill your
taste cravings.
So after settling in, appease your growling stomach with a
tasty meal plan-friendly delicacy. But, beware of opening weekend hours, or you will go back to your room empty-handed.

Founders
Keepers Food
Court
Friday: Closed
Saturday: 11 50 am -730 p.m
Sunday: Noon-2 p.m.
Monday: 8 am.-7 p m

Starbucks in the
Union
Friday: 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday: 9 a m-10 p.m
Sunday: 11 am.-10p.rn.
Monday: 750am-10pm.

Falcon's Nest in
the Union
Friday: B am -7 p.m.
Saturday: 11 am.-8 p.m.
Sunday: 11 a.m.-7 p.m
Monday: 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

McDonald
Dining
Friday: 9 a m.-7:30 pm.
Saturday: 7 30 am -7:30 p.m.
Sunday: 7:30am-730p.m.
Monday: 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Mondo's at
McDonald
Friday: 11 am -7:30 p.m.
Saturday: 11 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Sunday: Closed
Monday: 2 p.m.-11 p.m.

Sundial at
Kreischer
Friday: 730am-730 p.m.
Saturday: 7.30 am -730 p.m.
Sunday: 730am -730 p.m.
Monday: 7:30 a m.-midrwght

Outtalcesat
Kreischer
Friday: 10 a.m.-7;30 p.m.
Saturday: 10 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Sunday: 10 a.m.-ll pm
Monday: 10 a.m.-ll p.m,

Outtakesat
Offenhauer
Friday: '0 a m -7 30 p.m.
Saturday: 10 am-7:30 pm.
Sunday: 10 a.m.-ll pm
Monday: 7 30 p.m -11 p.m.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

MEAL DEAL
Purchase any handcrafted entree
and a drink for only $5

OPEN
Mon • Sat... . 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday.... . .12:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

^ MEXICAN GRILL
129 S. Main St. BOWLING GREEN

Bowling Green Retail Store
1056 N. Main St.

419.354.9726
www.goodwillnwohio.com
Goodwill Industries ol Northwest Ohio. Inc.

419-353-7200
t Must present BGSU 10 to receive offer.
No coupon necessary.

Offer valid for a limited time at Bowling Green
location only. Not valid with other offers. Limit one per
customer Please see restaurant for details.
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Freshmen enrollment reaches near-record numbers
ByAlii.iON.ill
News Editor

Congratulations, freshmen
class of 2010. you are all a part
of the biggest incoming class
at the University since 200-1,
and the second biggest class
in history.
Enrollment numbers within the admissions department, as of Tuesday, anticipate 3,875 students arriving on the first day. a little
less than the 3,929 in 2001.
Assistant Vice President for
Enrollment Management
and Director of Admissions
Gary Swegan said that num-

ber can change and probably jump from last year to this
will within the first couple of year which was 3,166 to 3,875.
Swegan said the increase is a
weeks though.
"You do lose a few that product of the reinvestment
are homesick or whatever the University made in the
between day one and day 15," enrollment effort and the
Swegan said. "We could even new staff those Universitv
funds allowed them to hire
be a little above 3,875."
"We brought in six new
Swegan said the number
could increase because of recruiters on a ten-month
the two orientations held al contract that allowed us simthe end ol the week and also ply to, relatively speaking,
the unknown number of we doubled our recruitment
international students that output in terms of the num
her of high schools we visited,
will be attending.
The increase in enroll- the number of college fairs
ment this year as compared that we attended, the num
with the last three years is her of on-campus programs
significant, especially the Swegan explained. "Our on-

USG outlines goals
for new school year
By Max Filby
Reporter

Students are now able to travel downtown thanks to a new
shuttle system proposed by
the Undergraduate Student
Government last spring. The
shuttle is scheduled to run
every Thursday through
Saturday night and will likely
be free to all students.
"We worked on what we
wanted and put together a
basic shuttle route,' said
Dan Caldwell. USG vice
president. "With such a
high enrollment we might
not even have to pull money
from students either."
This summer, USG has
also been looking to improve
commuter travel during

Kevin Basch
Undergraduate
Student
Government
President
the winter semester by
amending the current
guidelines for University
closures and delays.
The changes will create
a threshold, such as a Level
rwo Snow Emergency to cancel classes fen commute) stu
dents, said loe Edens, USG
chairman of internal affairs.
Changes may also define
certain wind chill levels that

could cancel classes
S« USG P.»ijp l"

campus visitors were up over
20 percent this year."
In addition to the new
recruiters in the admissions
office, another new admissions branch was formed last
summer that contributed to
the high enrollment numbers. The Student Enrollment
Communication Center was
created to reach out to prospective students and offer
them personal contact with
the school and director Sandy
Mencer said that's one reason
why the numbers are up this

Who is the class of 2014?
A statistical look at the incoming freshman

566

Out of state students. 239 of which
reside in the state of Michigan.

3^A Average GPA of the incoming class,
•Z V 2.445 had a GPA of 3.0 or higher.
Entering the college of Musical Arts,

115 the smallest of any college.
Female students, outnumbering
2,181 males by roughly 500 students.
Hispanic students, the largest population
154 since 2006.

See ENROLLMENT | Page 14

Faculty plan collective bargaining election
By Aliim Widni.n
Reporter

faculty Association members are awaiting a fall mailin election that could alter
more than 800 full-time faculty members' futures.
The University administration and the Faculty
Association reached an
agreement on the collective bargaining issue June 17,
prior to a scheduled hearing
in Columbus.
Instead of attending, the
parties entered negotiations and selected Sept. 28
through Oct. 12 as the time
peril id for a confidential State
Employment RelationsBoard
eleclion, Faculty Associate in
President David lackson said.
All full-time faculty members are eligible to vote,
lackson said, and a "yes" vole
would allow both tenured

Back to School!
Ready for a hot new look? Head to Plato's Closet® in
Perrysburg. We buy and sell gently used guys and girls
clothing, shoes and accessories from all your favorite
brands. Stop by for a new you for the new year!
10% OFF PURCHASE WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID

We're Closer Than You Think!
FROM BGSU:
Take 1-75 North
to Exit I»U
Merge onto 1-475 toward
Maumec/Ann Arbor
Take exit for OH-B5 N
and make a right.
Then right on
W South Boundary

and non tenure track mem- strategic goals that the H( ISII
bers to immediately begin community has established."
contract negotiations with she said April 21. While
the University.
the administration does
"Our position was always to not support the organizing
have the entire faculty in one effort, it does look forward
bargaining unit, because to the conversation that will
we're more similar than dif- now take place."
Despite the University's
ferent." Jackson said. "We
want to survey our members, opposition,
Faculty
find out what important Association
members
things they want us to nego- remain optimistic for a pass
tiate for and what is best for ing vote and positive results,
us and the students."
said Karen Craigo, director
President Carol Cartwrighl of communications.
has addressed the faculty's
"It's the answer to a lot of
desire to form a collective our problems and it's all for
bargaining unit periodi- the good of the students," she
cally with statements on the said. "It's been said before
that our working environ
University's website.
Tl'lhe
administration men) is their learning envibelieves it can be fairly said ronment. and were all lookthat this step would funda- ing forward to getting past
mentally alter the faculty this election so we can colculture of BGSU and do laborate for their future.'
nothing to accomplish the
Collective bargaining will

allow faculty to negotiate
higher salaries and benefits
that compete with the rates
of other state universities.
According to Candace
Archer, secretary of the
faculty Association, this
will positively affect students by providing a more
stable faculty, decreasing
ilass sizes and adding a
faculty voice to strengthen
educational priorities.
We're spending a lot of
lime explaining to students
what's going on and why
the faculty believes this is
important," she said. "I got
involved because 1 know
people on campus and this
is a way I can help improve
their circumstances."
Archer said the Faculty
See FACULTY | Page 19

Graduate Senate prepares for new year
By Jess Jamas
Senior Reporter

Dedicated to resolving issues
through active representation, the Graduate Student
Senate is committed to serving the 3000 graduate students at the University.
Through legislative efforts
and nngoingcommunication
with the administration, GSS
adheres to enhancing the
academic and social experiences of all its members.
"Our two primary roles are
professional development
and advocacy," president of
GSS Stephen Dinda said. "We
want to facilitate the ways

Largest Plato's Closet In The Nation Is In Perrysburg!

students develop themselves
at the University."
Over the summer, Dinda
and other (JSS committee
members planned for several
new. upcoming events lor the

fall semester,
"The (iSS legislation has
been working all summer
with executive committee
members for the coming
year," GSS secretary Alice
Cook said. "Our organization
is dedicated to identifying
student concerns and producing promising results."
GSS will hold monthly
brown bag luncheons where
leaders from the University
and the surrounding com-

munity will discuss student
issues and the ways they can
be resolved.
"We're looking for ways to
expand and tailor to students
needs." Dinda said. "The luncheons will be a conduit to
conned students to upper
administration for expressing concerns."
Other new projects include
a University car rental program. Dinda said the program will make renting a car
affordable and convenient
for all students.
"One of the problems with
See GSS | Page 19

Large selection, best price and quality
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Moving on campus can bring new excitement; it
also poses new challenges. Here are some tips for
success in your new

home:
awaylrom
home
Residence Life
plans activities
year-round
Floor meetings, programs help make
transition to college life simple, fun
By Emily Tucker
Reporter

The residence halls anil
Office of Residence Life have
entertaining plans for the
incoming freshmen class to
stimulate interaction with
roommates and to learn
about residence hall life.
Sarah Waters, seniorassociate director of Residence
life, said it is very important for freshmen to go to
their first floor meetings
and read the roommate
agreements handed out by
the resident advisers.
"Roommates have to talk
about how clean to keep
Itheir) room, rules on eating
each other's food and other
issues," Waters said. "But
be as open-minded as you
can be with your roommate
since it might be their first
time sharing a space."

The Office of Residence
Life, Residenl Student
Association and each residence hall will be hosting
educational and social
activities the first few weeks
of classes. Waters said the
activities would help freshmen "try to understand
community living."
Claire Bailey, a senior and
resident adviser in Conklin,
wants to have a birthday
party to celebrate the centennial of the University.
Steve Syoen, a hall director from I larshman, said the
residence halls will be having volleyball tournaments,
luaus, cornhole tournaments and other activities.
For more information
about Residence Life or
activities planned check
wit h the residence hall RA or
visit www.bgsu.edu/offices/
sa/reslife/.

Looking to put that final
touch on your dorm room?
We have GREAT Prices & GREAT
values for your clothing, furniture,
and dorm needs!

STUFF

Advice for a smooth
college transition
The first weekend can be overwhelming,
but a few simple tips will bring success
MAKE A SMOOTH
TRANSITION To help
make friends and ease into
college life, relax the first
weekend, go to the first floor
meeting and walk to Dairy
Queen (while avoiding the
construction).
"The longer you are in your
room, you don't get to see
BG," Bailey said.
DON T FORGET In order
to respect others in the
community, follow the rules
for quiet hours, the guest
policy, fire safety and do not
have pets except fish
"Students are surprised when
they find out they can't bring
beanbag chairs and inflatable
furniture because of fire
safety." Syoen said.
REMEMBER TO BRING:
The 'allowing items with make
your room more comfortable:
a fan, refrigerator, microwave,
laptop, futon and DVD player
BUT PLEASE DITCH: Tht
following items are forbidden:
halogen bulbs, extension
cords, candles, air conditioners
and cooking appliances. Also,
be willing to leave some parts

of your past behind
"Freshmen should leave past
stereotypes at home." Bailey
said At college you can
become a whole new person."
Students can check out what
items to bring, leave at home
and even more at http://www.
bgsu edu/offices/sa/reshfe/
page!9899html
■K HELP When
problems arise, residents
should talk to their resident
idviser, the front desk, the hall
director and then the Office
of Residence Life
S> ^c PUO*« SOW
'•• Use programs
such as OhioLink and the
University's textbook rental
service to spend less on
books Also, find a buddy who
is taking the same class and
share a book to split the price
in half
0
If you're not
sure where your class or
a building on campus is
located, always ask an RA.
upperclassmen or any friendly
face. Everyone is new at some
point. You'll never learn if you
don't ask.

YOURSELF
Enjoying a meal plan with readily-prt'pared meals is one of
the main perks of living on campus. You may not have moms
home rooking, hut dining hall cuisine will soon fulfill your
taste cravings.
So after settling in, appease your growling stomach with a
tasty meal plan-friendly delicacy. But. beware of opening weekend hours, or you will go back to your room empty handed.

Founders
Keepers Food
Court
Friday: Closed
Saturday: 11 30 am-7 50 p.m
Sunday: Noon-2 pm
Monday: 8 a m -7 p m

Starbucks in the
Union
Friday: 9 a m-7 p.m
Saturday: 9 a m -10 p.m
Sunday: 11 am -10pm
Monday: 7 50 a m.-lO p.m

Falcon's Nest in
the Union
Friday: 8 am -7 pm
Saturday: 11 a m -8 p.m.
Sunday: 11 a.m.-7 p.m
Monday: 8 a m -8 p.m

McDonald
Dining
Friday: 9 am-7:30 pm.
Saturday: 7.30 am -':30 p.m.
Sunday: 7.30a.m.-7:30 pm.
Monday: 8 a.m -8 pm.

Mondo's at
McDonald
Friday: 11 am -730pm
Saturday: 11 am -7:30 p.m.
Sunday: Closed
Monday: 2 pm -11 p.m

Sundial at
Kreischer
Friday: ? 30 am -7 30 pm
Saturday: 7 30 a m -7 30 p m.
Sunday: 7 30 a m - 7 30 p m.
Monday: 730 am -midnight

Outtakes at
Kreischer
Friday: 10 a m -7 50 p.m.
Saturday: 10 a m -7:30 p.m
Sunday: 10 a nv-11 p.m
Monday: 10 a m -11 p.m

Outtakes at
Offenhauer
Friday: "0 i m -7 50 p.m.
Saturday: 10 a m -7.30 p.m.
Sunday: '0 am -11 p.m
Monday: 7 30 p.m -11 p.m.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

MEAL DEAL

plus tax

Purchase any handcrafted entree
and a drink for only $5

Mon - Sat
Sunday.

OPEN
10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

^ MEXICAN GRILL
129 S. Main St. BOWLING GREEN

Bowling Green Retail Store
1058 N. Main St.

419.354.972
www.goodwillnwohi^.com

419-353-7200
Must present BGSU ID to receive offer.
No coupon necessary.
Offtr valid until 8/29/2010

Offer valid lor a limited lime at Bowling Green
location only Not valid with other offers. Limit one per
customer. Please see restaurant tor details.

«,"-£

Goodwill Industries of Northwest Ohio. Inc.

_
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"Our on-campus visitors were up over 20 percent this year."
- Director of Admissions Gary Swegan on the near record-high freshmen enrollment this year [see

story, pg. 2].
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THE STREET What would you do differently if you were a freshman this year?

r,^

"Be less nerdy"

HANNAH AGAUAS.
Grad student
Spanish

"[I would] not be

"I think I would

"I probably would

afraid to ask ques-

try out for either

have thought

tions and expbre

SicSic ex the BG

about my major a

Have your own take on

[the) campus."

Donut Society"

little more*

today's People On The

ASHLEY BROWN.
Sophomore.
Psychology

JARED MILLER,
Senior,
Telecommunications

KIM PERSON
Junior,
HDFS

Dear BGSU Freshmen,
As Mayor of Bowling Green, it is my
privilege to give you a heartfelt welcome
to our community. We are delighted that
you have selected Bowling Green State
University for your studies and hope that
you enjoy your years in Bowling Green.
There are many reasons that Bowling
Green is a great place to live, work, study
and play. I hope that you will take time
to explore your new community and
take advantage of the many opportunities offered here, including our beautiful parks, great restaurants and unique
shopping opportunities. Bowling Green
has something for everyone!
The City of Bowling Green provides
many services, TWenty-four hours a day
and seven days a week, our top-notch
police, fire and ambulance services are
set to respond should an emergency
arise. In a more behind-the-scenes

role, we provide reliable utility services
including electricity and water. There
are other services available to assist you
and I encourage you to contact the City
should you need anything. For more
City and community information, visit
the web at www.cityofbowlinggreenohio.
com.
Now that you live here in Bowling
Green, please know that you are considered residents of our community. With all
of our residents, whether they are pursuing an education at BGSU or are living in
the community and raising a family, we
encourage civility and community pride.
I wish you all the best as you begin
this exciting new chapter in your lives.
1 encourage you to study hard and
embrace the many opportunities available to you at BGSU and in the Bowling
Green community.
Sincerely,

"Print media may be changing, but The BG
lews is always here for the students

Print media is dead; yet here
you are, beginning a new
school year and picking up
the first issue of The BG News,
your campus newspaper.
Maybe you've never read
a newspaper before in your
life. Maybe you prefer to log
onto Yahoo! News and check
out the latest headlines. Either
way, I am proud to announce,
your life is about to change. Or
at least that's my hope.
The BG News is not your
average paper. Fellowstudents
report, write, edit, design and
produce each issue, Monday
through Friday. Students run
the website, devise the content and take the heat when
problems arise.
We don't do it for the
money or the glory, believe
me. Most of us are aspiring
journalists who just want to

keep the campus and community informed.
Evei y day you will find stories that directly affect your
life—from campus events to
tuition raises, from construction updates to controversial
spending. CNN, Fox News
and other major media outlets will not be talking about
the students, staff and facilities which surround us.
And your voices comprise
our stories. Your letters to the
editor and guest columns
provide dissent, discussion
and conversation to our
forum section. Your faces
fill our feature photos. Your
interviews give student perspectives to all our stories.
Should I continue?
As we all know, print media
is changing. The BG News
is no exception. Though the
paper is turning 90 this year,
the pages and content hardly
resemble that of its predecessors. We have embraced the
Internet and transformed
it from a taboo term in this

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewsCpbgnews.com.

business to another form of
connection. Facebook us.
Tweet at us. Comment on our
online stories. Submit photos
you've taken. View our videos,
picture galleries and content
not found in the print edition
but solely on bgviews.com.
We don't print yesterday's
news. We post breaking
events on our site. And then
we expound upon them the
next day. When anything
significant happens, you can
count on The BG News to
give you a voice, to provide a
place for you to question and
comment, to connect you
to the experiences around
you and maybe even share
something you wouldn't
otherwise know without
flipping through our pages.
So as you settle in and
begin your college career, take
a look around and expand
your horizons. Hopefully that
means opening up our work
every day to gather the latest
campus and city news and
pulling up the news website to
satisfy your need for online
content.
And, if nothing else, the
daily Sudokus provide an
excellent distraction for that
dragging lecture.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page

THE BG NEWS
HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com

k

Welcome to Bowling Green State
University. I hope you share our
excitement about the start of the new
academic year.
This is a milestone year for BGSU
as we continue to celebrate our
100th anniversary. There has never
been a better time to be a part of our
Universily:
-U.S. News and World Report's 2011
edition of "America's Best Colleges"
recognizes us for our excellence in
undergraduate education;
-The most significant building and
remodeling program in our history is
underway; and
-Enrollment is rising.
U.S. News and World Report
acknowledged us for our strong commitment to our first-year experience
programs and our learning communities. This confirms what our students
already know—we have the programs
and people to help them succeed.
You've probably noticed all of the
construction on campus. I think it's
titting that on our 100th birthday
we've launched a massive building
and remodeling program to prepare
BGSU for our second century. The
Wolfe Center for the Arts, the Stroh
Center, two new residence halls and

Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

BECKY TENER, MANAGING EDITOR
ALISSA O'NEILL NEWS EDITOR
SEAN SHAPIRO. WEB EDITOR
JASON HEMRY. CITY EDITOR
MARISHA PiETROWSKI.COPY CHIEF
ANDREA MARCHI. DESIGN EDITOR

students, faculty and
staff."
Carol Cartwright | President

the new McDonald dining center are
all under construction and will open
in 2011. These new facilities will be
great additions to our campus.
Students are the lifeblood of any
university, so we are very excited that
our enrollment is on the rise. We're
welcoming the second largest freshman class in our history. I know that
everyone will be reaching out to make
our new students feel welcome and
they will quickly become members of
the BGSU family.
A new academic year is a new beginning — with new friends, new experiences and new opportunities. I hope
you will embrace all BGSU has to
offer/' u< p^r-i i an
■ »
Be sure to say hello when you see me
on campus. Triere is nothing I enjoy
more than meeting our students, faculty and staff. Have a terrific year!

New organization welcomes new students
IAUSSA O'NEILL
NEWS EDITOR

This year Bowling Green
State University is adding a
new organization to its welcoming committee. The
yourFellowFalcon program
will be making its debut as an
informal mentoring program
for freshmen as they begin to
move on campus and start
adjusting to college life.
I was asked to be part of
the yFF program and, to be
honest, I had no idea what
it even was until 1 showed
up for training. So here's my
understanding of the program. So far the yFF program has trained more than
100 students from all different areas of campus to act
as guides for the freshmen,
most especially in the first
two weeks of school. We were
given bright orange shirts
with 'Ask Me' on the back

SLOGGING
Check out the sports
bkw for the latest in BG
athletics

and Freddie Falcon on the
side, as well as buttons featuring Freddie and 'yFF' to
wear around campus so you
can easily identify those of
us who are here to help. Our
job is to offer directions to
classes or buildings if need
be, answer any questions
that may pop up and also to
act as a friendly face for you
as you gather your bearings
at BGSU.
In all basic senses, our job
is to be there for you, freshmen. Whatever you need. If
you can't figure out which
building is University Hall
and the map given to you is
unreadable, find an orange
shirt and ask. If you need
to know how the textbooks
are set up in the bookstore,
look for a yFF button and ask
that person. If you just want
a recommendation of where
to eat. on or off campus, look
around. Trust me, you'll be
able to spot the yFF shirts
from a mile away — they're
extremely bright orange.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
sine. 2000.

Not only is this is a great
way to get your questions
answered and find your
next class, it's also a good
way to start making connections. The yFF volunteers
come from every different
type of on-campus organization imaginable, so make
a point of asking someone
what they're involved with
after you ask them where
the student union is. The
way to make the most of
your college experience and
adjust better to life on campus is to get involved. So try
your hardes' to not be shy
—just ask.
Personally, 1 think this program is a great idea and if I
was a freshman (hint hint) I
would definitely take advantage of it. College is a lot different from high school and
can seem extremely large,
scary and confusing at first.
That'swhywe're here. So look
for those really bright orange
shirts and ask away, we're
more than happy to help.

PAUL BARNEY, SPORTS EDITOR
MARISHA PIETROWSKI, FORUM EDITOR

KATE SNYDER. IN FOCUS EDITOR
JESS JAMES SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slides hows and video
add to the story

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a cunent issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.

ANDREA FEHL PHOTO EDITOR

I

"There is nothing I enjoy
more than meeting our

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stones from the
paper and online extras.

MATT UASSE.PUISE EDITOR
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com

feedback at bgviewscom.

Milestones make the University a
great place to be the next four years

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your

A letter from President Cartwright

A letter from Mayor Quinn

The city of Bowling Green has
plenty to offer University students

VISIT US AT
B6VIEWS.COM

I*

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor a Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to m*news@bcjnews
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the heaclnes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

CENTENNIAL
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Join the

Oj-th

Celebration
©$©$»©G®O®©

By Backy Tartar
Managing Editor

Shantami Narayen
Class of 1986
CEO of Adobe Systems, INC
Daniel Ayalon
Class of 1983
Israeli Ambassador to
the United States from
2002 to 2006
Doyt Perry
Class of 1932
Coach and College Hall
ofFamer in football
Jennifer Higdon
Class of 1986
Grammy award winner

This year the University turned 100
years old, and as part of the Centennial
Celebration, freshmen will have the
opportunity to celebrate the previous
and next 100 years.
"This is not just Bowling Green
State University today; it's 100 years
in the making," said co-chair of the
Centennial Celebration Larry Weiss.
"We hope students understand that
their four years here are part of the

next 100 years. They're going to be contributing and making Bowling Green
what it is."
Weiss said the marking of the
University's 100-year anniversary
has been a yearlong celebration
that will continue to throughout the
semester.
1 le said he hopes students will see
the importance of the anniversary in
remembering the last 100 years.
One of the largest ways new students

Oct. 2
Centennial Homecoming Celebration
Nov. 9
Academic Convocation
celebrating University's founding
Dae. 10
Centennial Closing Ceremony

SeeiOOYEARSIPaqeM

DID YOU KNOW?
The University was founded in 1910 as the
Bowling Green Normal School.
Classes began in 1914. before the buildings
were finished. The first classroom was the
Armory Building at East Wooster and
Prospect streets.
The school colors, orange and brown,
were chosen in 1915.

The University was the only state institution
in Ohio that stayed open following the May
1970 Kent State shootings.

Co-ed housing was introduced to the
campus in 1972.

At the 1975 Homecoming, University
students danced their way into the Guiness
Book of World Records with the world's
longest conga line (5,376 participants).

The Bee Gee News was started, as a
weekly paper, in 1920.

George McPhee
Class of 1982
General Manager of the
Washington Capitals

UPCOMING CENTENNIAL EVENTS

Sic Sic, a secretive campus spirit group,
was founded in 1946.

James Pickens, Jr.
Class of 1976
Actor, (famous role as the
Chief on "Grey's Anatomy")
Jimmy light
Class of 1960
Founding member of the
American Cancer Society of
Transplant Surgeons
Scott Clark
Class of 1975
Emmy award- winning
sportscaster
Dave Wot tItClass of 1973
Olympic Gold medalist in
1972 in 800 meters
Nick Mileti
Class of 1953
Owner of the Cleveland
Indians, Cleveland Cavaliers
and the Cleveland Crusaders
hockey team in the 70s.
GENERAL STORE OF THE FUTURE
I .HI Trade: Clolhinq - Intense • Slory People
llerh.il Apolhec.ii> • Purses ■ Jewell) • l.ipeslries ■ I i\e Husk
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ar ntousLV aaat omnium
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ramed one of the top 3 \
Bakeries In U.S.A.
/
Qlant Gourmet Sandwiches.
Soups, Salads
(All Made In-House)
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Tea nd

*
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Happy Badoer
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Wooster St. Hours:
Mem - Wad 10 am • 2 am,
Thunj, Fri, Sat 10 am - 4 am;
Sun 10 am - 12 am

MIDNIGHT MAbNESS
Welcome Back Partyl
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Henna Tattoo Artist • Caftan Stoner
LIVE MIISICI
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Visit us online at
www.bgviewscom

Indigo (Grateful Dead/Phbh Cover Band)
ne couponii Plo Cover

Open Late!

We Accept All These
Major Credit Cards

419-352-8500
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Other Locations:
828 S. Main St
1234 N. Main St (Woodland Mall)
131 Gypsy In fWol-Martl
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THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
Welcome to the Falcon Screech, a special
addition to the Forum section. Angry about
something? Nobody around to listen to you
rant? We want to hear it, whether it is about
that annoying guy in your lecture, the state
of the University, whatever. Keep it reasonably clean and approximately 100 words.

It really rattles me to knew
that BGSU sends my parents
letters, telling them to "keep
your daughter on track" and to
"regster lot classes soon!' My
parents don't pay for college.
I DO. Send ME the stuff that
I need to keep gong through
school We're adults now. so treat

Submit screeches online at bgviews.com, or
tweet at us @bgviewscom Then look for them
here once per week for your reading pleasure
Name must be provided upon submission, but
answers will be published anonymously

us that way BG!
-MAISYMOUSER
The USG was for the increases
in tuition, then they were for
the Stroh Center fees, then
they were for the shuttle bus
fees, then they were for the fees
for printing and now they are
against supporting the teachers
No wonder the USG is about
as popular as Hitler among the
mfamed students. Good thing
the student president gets free
tuition so he doesn't have to
worry about the costs personally.
-WHO CARES

Come in and check out the new store!
New merchandise, and new deals!
New for Fall 2010 - Online Text Rental!

Dear Education Majors,
I am so sick of hearing how hard
your major isl I know teaching
kids is hard and yes, it costs a
bt of money for crafts and stuff
But every conversation we have
together is you complaining
about your mapr and dissing
everyone else because their
majors seem "easy" compared to
early childhood education Why
major in it if you know are going
to complain about it every day?
Don't even get me started on
how much Methods sucked, it
probably did. but you had to do
it so stop complaining! But you
did teach me one thing I learned
to never room with a Methods
student again!
-MISSGEE
Dear Bum sleeping in the Union.
When dd this place become a

hotel? You sleep across couches,
leaving me nowhere to sit and
what's worse is I have to listen to
you snore. Sometimes you even
show up at 730 am just to go
bad to sleep. Your apartment
wasn't getting the job done for
you? Most of the time you sleep
dunng the middle of the day,
don't you have anything better
to do? How do you think it looks
to visitors to see you sleeping?
Don't you worry that someone
is going to steal your stuff sitting
on the ground next to you while
you are sleeping? So how about
you don't embarrass yourself
anymore and just stay at home
and sleep You literally look (ke
a bum!
-THAT GUY
The other day I was walking
on campus when I noticed a
sprinkler watering the sidewalk
instead of the grass Afew
feet later there was a hose that
was overly watering a little tree.
I don't think sidewalks need
water, and I didn't see anything
special about that one tiny tree
so how about we use our water
resources a little more wisely?
Next time I'm just going to
knot that hose unless you do
something about it first Thanks!
-VIGILANTE
Dear Laundry Room Jerk
Why is it that you must take
over six washers? You only have
three articles of clothing in each
The rest of us are sick of having
to wait for washers and the fact
that half of them are already
broken only makes it worse
You obviously feel the need to
separate your pink shirts from
your red There is one laundry
room in Founders, learn to share
-COLLEEN

RUSH HOURS STARTING AUGUST 22
Sunday,
Monday,
Tuesday
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday,
1
Monday,
Tuesday,

August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

22
23
24
25
26
27
38
29
30
31

10AM - 8PM
9AM - 9PM
9AM - 9PM
9AM - 8PM
9AM - 8PM
9AM - 6PM
9AM - 5PM
12PM - 5PM
9AM - 7PM
9AM - 7PM

Welcome
Freshman & New Students!
REMEMBER:

THINK BEFORE

YOU DRINK!!
Student Legal Services, Inc.
is your law firm on campus.
We know how excited you are to be here at BGSU,
away from Mom and Dad, and looking forward to
making the most of your educational experience.
We are here to assist you by offering the facts about
alcohol and the law. Please consider the risks that you
take when you are underage and drink alcohol. These
may include possible fines, imprisonment and a criminal
record, which, in some career choices could prevent
you from obtaining licensure. Don't become one of the
statistics that says: "It won't happen to me."
In addition, we offer assistance in:
Traffic Cases

We have the BEST prices
on new and used textbooks!

Landlord-Tenant
Matters
Consumer Matters
Miscellaneous

Matters.

We pay CASH for your books
^^

VISA

419.353.7732 • www.sbxgofalcons.com • 530 E. Wooster St

We are conveniently located at 401 South Hall.
Stop by our office to obtain further
information about our services.

CONSTRUCTION
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Construction of Stroh, Wolfe Centers,
residence halls causes headaches for students
By Kftt* Snydar
Senior Reporter

Most construction projects
on campus won't finish until
next year.
Both the Wolfe Center for
the Arts and the Stroh Center
are on schedule and those
crews are still working on the
buildings' structures.
The construction crew for
the Stroh Center will be finishing up the outside framing
soon, said Steve Krakoff, associate vice president of Capital
Planning and Design.
"That's always the key
milestone of the building,"
he said.
Once the enclosure is
done, the workers will
be able to concentrate

on indoor construction
throughout the winter.
Both centers are scheduled to be completed in
spring 2011.
Once completed, the Stroh
Center will house coaching
offices, locker rooms, the
ticket office and the men's
and women's basketball
and volleyball programs, as
well as host concerts, commencements and other community events, according to
the University's website. The
Wolfe Center for the Arts will
include a main stage plus
other theaters, a sound stage,
departmental offices, recording studio and Theater and
Film Studies classrooms.
Construction on Ridge
Street, which is located next to

"I don't see how people can get to their
class on time. I don't want to worry about
being late to class because I'm going
around people."
Kelsey Robertson | Sophomore

the Wolfe Center, also began
this summer. Krakoff said the
street is being widened and
revamped because of its poor
condition, but they also took
into account the amount of
traffic on that side of campus.
With the emphasis on the
arts and the Wolfe Center
construction, Krakoff said,
Ridge Street will be used
often, and in addition to widening the road, workers will
do some landscaping, includ-

ing planting more trees along
the street.
The road construction is
scheduled to finish in the next
few weeks, and the landscaping will continue through the
fall semester. But Krakoff said
the new trees along Ridge
Street will help the entire area
look better.
"When the Wolfe Center's
done, it will be just gorgeous,"
he said.
But though Ridge Street

construction will mostly be
completed early in the school
year, some students think
other projects may hinder
traffic on campus.
"I can already see a few
pains." said sophomore
Kelsey Robertson.
She said she thought the
constructionaroundOlscamp
especially might cause problems getting to class.
"I don't see how people can
get to their classes on time,"
Robertson said. "1 don't want
to worry about being late
to class because I'm going
around people."
But besides the possible
heavy traffic, Robertson said
she's excited for all of the new
buildings to go up.
"It's just going to take a

while, which is expected with
big projects," she said.
Two new residence halls are
also slated to be up and running by fall 2011, and Krakoff
said so far they are a week
ahead of schedule.
Northwest Hall is going in
next to Offenhauer Towers
and will have suite-styled
rooms geared toward upperclassmen. South Central
Hall will be located next to
Kohl Hall with double rooms
for freshmen.
Krakoff also said the renovations to McDonald Hall
were on schedule. The initial
demolition to McDonald West
(about 20 to 30 percent of the
building) was completed.
That leg will become a new
dining hall by next year.

ABOVE: Trie new Macdonald Dming Hat is scheduled to be finished by fall 2011.
BELOW LEFT: Ihr- Northwest Residence Hall will indude suite-style rooms for upperclassmen
BELOW RIGHT: The Stroh Center will host athletic events along with concerts and other community events.
PHOTOS BY »NDR£»FEHl
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ABOVE: The Wojfe Center for the Arts, scheduled to be completed spring 2011. will include a main stage along with several
additional theaters, a sound stage, theater and dim studies, classrooms, electric recording studio and vocal music, school of art and
dance studios
BELOW: South Central Hall will be located next to Kohl Hall with double rooms for freshmen

Welcome Back Students!
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Food Court
QtlttatuM

DWnjCanter aamflpm
Mofcrtn'l I
Itom-llpm
Sated brOotgn

Check us out on Facebook!
Sign up for txtOnCampus at
! Mon-Fri
www.DineOnCampus.com/BGSU pat-sun

FTT
' 8am-4pm
llirn'wi

5«T
v.am-apni
. • m 9pm .

Sun
llam-?p'n
2pm ilp

salon

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
Let Serenity Salon and Spa Keep
You Looking Your Best!

Men's Haircuts $10
Every Wednesday^
Hair • Tanil

FORUM

6Fnday.Auqusl20.20IO

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
Welcome to the Falcon Screech., a special
addition to the Forum section. Angry about
something 7 Nobody around to listen to you
rant? We w3nt to hear it. whether it is about
that annoying guy in your lecture, the state
of the University, whatever. Keep it reasonably clean and approximately 100 words.

It really rattles me to know
that BGSU sends my parents
letters, tellng them to "keep
vow daughter on trade" and to
"register for classes soon1" My
parents don't pay for college.
I DO. Send ME the stuff that
I need to keep going through
school. We're adults now, so treat

Submit screeches online at bgviews.com, or

us that way BG!

tweet at us @bgviewscom Then look for them

-MAISYMOUSER

here once per week for your reading pleasure.
Name must be provided upon submission, but
answers will be published anonymously.

The USG was fcx the increases
in tuition, then they were for
the Sttoh Center fees, then
they were for the shuttle bus
fees, then they were for the fees
for printing, and now they ate
against supporting the teachers
No wonder the USG is about
as popular as Hitler among the
informed students Good thing
the student president gels free
tuition so he doesn't have to
worry about the costs personally.
-WHO CARES

Come in and check out the new store!
New merchandise, and new deals!
New for Fall 2010 - Online Text Rental!

Dear Education Majors.
I am so sick of hearing how hard
your major is! I know teaching
kids is hard and yes. it costs a
lot of money for crafts and stuff
But every conversation we have
together is you complaining
about your mapr and dissing
everyone else because their
majors seem "easy" compared to
early childhood education. Why
major in it if you know are going
to complain about it every day?
Don t even get me started on
how much Methods sucked, it
probably did. but you had to do
it so stop complaining! But you
did teach me one thing. I learned
to never room with a Methods
student again'
-MISSGEE
Dear Bum sleeping in the Union,
When did this place become a

hoteP You sleep across couches,
leaving me nowhere to sit and
what's worse is I have to listen to
you snote. Sometimes you even
show up at 730 am just to go
back to sleep. Your apartment
wasn't getting the job done for
you7 Most of the time you sleep
during the middle of the day.
don't ,ixi have anything better
to do7 How do you think it looks
to visitors to see you sleeping?
Don't you worry that someone
is going to steal your stuff sitting
on the ground next to you while
you are sleeping'' So how about
you don't embarrass yourself
anymore and just stay at home
and sleep. You literally look like
a bum!
-THAT GUY
1 he other day I was walking
on campus when I noticed a
sprinkler watering the sidewalk
instead of the grass. A few
feet later there was a hose that
was overly watering a little tree.
I don't think sidewalks need
water, and I oWn't see anything
special about that one tiny tree,
so how about we use our water
resources a little more wisely?
Next time I'm just going to
knot that hose unless you do
something about it first Thanks!
-VIGILANTE
Dear Laundry Room Jerk
Why is it that you must take
over six washers7 You only have
three articles of clothing in each
The rest of us are sick of having
to wait for washers and the fact
that half of them are already
broken only makes it worse.
You obviously feel the need to
separate your pink shirts from
your red There is one laundry
room in Founders, learn to share.
-COLLEEN

RUSH HOURS STARTING AUGUST 22
Sunday,
Monday,
Tuesday
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday,
Monday,
Tuesday,

August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

22
23
24
25
26
27
38
29
30
31

'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10AM -8PM
9AM- 9PM
9AM- 9PM
9AM- 8PM
9AM- 8PM
9AM- 6PM
9AM- 5PM
12PM -5PM
9AM- 7PM
9AM- 7PM

Welcome

Freshman & New Students!
REMEMBER:

THINK BEFORE

YOU DRINK!!
Student Legal Services, Inc.
is your law firm on campus.
e know how excited you are to be here at BGSU,
away from Mom and Dad, and looking forward to
making the most of your educational experience.
We are here to assist you by offering the facts about
alcohol and the law. Please consider the risks that you
take when you are underage and drink alcohol. These
may include possible fines, imprisonment and a criminal
record, which, in some career choices could prevent
you from obtaining licensure. Don't become one of the
statistics that says: "It won't happen to me."
In addition, we offer assistance in:
Traffic Cases

We have the BEST prices
on new and used textbooks!

Landlord-Tenant
Matters
Consumer Matters
Miscellaneous
Matters.

We pay CASH for your books
^^

VISA

419.353.7732 • www.sbxgofalcons.com • 530 E. Wooster St

We are conveniently located at 401 South Hall.
Stop by our office to obtain further
information about our services.

•

CONSTRUCTION
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Construction of Stroh, Wolfe Centers,
residence halls causes headaches for students
By Kate Snydcr
Senior Reporter

Most construction projects
on campus won't finish until
next year.
Both the Wolfe Center for
the Arts and the Stroh Center
are on schedule and those
crews are still working on the
buildings' structures.
The construction crew for
the Stroh Center will be finishing up the outside framing
soon, said Steve Krakoff associate vice president of Capital
Planning and Design.
"That's always the key
milestone of the building,"
he said.
Once the enclosure is
done, the workers will
be able to concentrate

on indoor construction
throughout the winter.
Both centers are scheduled to be completed in
spring 2011.
Once completed, the Stroh
("enter will house coaching
offices, locker rooms, the
ticket office and the men's
and women's basketball
and volleyball programs, as
well as host concerts, commencements and other community events, according to
the University's website. The
Wolfe Center for the Arts will
include a main stage plus
other theaters, a sound stage,
departmental offices, recording studio and Theater and
Him Studies classnx>ms.
Construction on Ridge
Street, which is located next to

"I don't see how people can get to their
class on time. I don't want to worry about
being late to class because I'm going
around people."
Kelsey Robertson
the Wolfe Center, also began
this summer. Krakoff said the
street is being widened and
revamped because of its poor
condition, but they also took
into account the amount of
traffic on that side of campus.
With the emphasis on the
arts and the Wolfe Center
construction, Krakoff said.
Ridge Street will be used
often, and in addition to widening the road, workers will
do some landscaping, includ-

ing planting more trees along
the street.
The road construction is
scheduled to finish in the next
few weeks, and the landsi ap
ing H ill continue through the
fall semester, Hut Krakofl said
the new tiers along Ridge
Street will help the entire area
look better,
"When the Wolfe Center's
done, it will be just gorgeous,"
he said.
But though Ridge Street

ABOVE:

«w M

BELOW LEFT:

construction will mostly be
t ompleted early in the school
year, some students think
oilier projects may hinder
traffic on campus.
"1 can already see a few
pains." saiil sophomore
Kelsey Robertson.
she said she thought the
constriK tionaioundOlscamp
especially might cause problems getting to class.
"1 don't see how people can
get in ilicit (lasses on time."
Robertson said "1 don't want
to worry about being late
to ckiss because I'm going
around people."
But besides the possible
heavy traffic, Robertson said
she's excited lor all of the new
buildings to go up.
"It's just going to take a

while, which is expected with
big projects," she said..
I wi i new residence halls are
also slated to be up and running by fall 2011, and Krakoff
said so far they are a week
ahead of schedule.
Northwest 1 la 11 is going in
next to Offenhauer Towers
and will have suite-styled
rooms geared toward upperclassmen. South Central
Hall will be located next to
Kohl I l.i 11 with double rooms
for freshmen.
Krakoff also said the renovations to McDonald Hall
were on schedule. The initial
demolit ion to McDonald West
(about 20 to 30 percent of the
building) was completed.
That leg will become a new
dining hall by next year.

: to be finished by fall 2011
'.

'ude suite-style rooms for uppeiclassmen

BELOW RIGHT:

I salong with concerts arid other community events

PHOTOS BY »NDBtAFiHL

ABOVE: Tlie Wolfe Center for the Art\ scheduled to be completed spr.ncj 2011. will include a mam stage a'ong with several
additional theaters, a sound stage, theater and film studies, dassrooms. electric lecording studio and vocal music, school of art and
dance studios
BELOW: South Central Hall will be located next to Kohl Hall with double rooms lor (reshmen

Welcome Back Students!
FALL DINING HOURS
Kreischer
Mon
Tues-Thurs Fri
7:30am midnight 7:30am-mklnigm '^Oam-7pni

Sundial

Pizza Delivery 7s30pnvlam
Outtaket
lOam-Upm

Closed
lOam-Upm

•.30pm-l«m
Qam-llpm

Sat-Sun
9un>7pm
/;30pm lam
Noon-lU""

Mon-Thurs

Fri

Sem-Spm

Bam-7pm

2.mato 2.night 7pnt-2*m

/pm-2am

Starbucks

7 3Q0rt

7 30am-9p«n

Greenery

II :30am-?pm

I l:30am-?pm

Black Swamp
Pub

5pm-1 I pm

bpm-U pm

lam-7pm

Men's Haircuts $10
Every Wednesday
Hair • Tanning -All Natural Sunle
Tarn iiig • Waxing • Massage

20%
OFF
Any Service for

419-353-4757

1616 E Wooster
'1/16/10
Suite 15
f www.serenityspaandtanning.com

Sun

Sat

Let Serenity Salon and Spa Keep
You Looking Your Best I

New Clients

BTSU Food Court
Food Court

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

■

.
<im**)pm

11am-10pm

Preferred
Properties Co.

' Died
nm-11 pm

Founders
Find A Place To Call Home
r/Mw.pretarredpropertiescocom

Mon-Thurs

Fri

Sat

Sun

Food Court

8am-7pm

8am 3pm

i.^nwd

Cl0-*ni

OutUkes

/Dm-11pm

3pm-7pm

I !0m-6pff

1 latn-ripni

McDonald
Center
Mondo'sft
Salad by Design

Check us out on Facebook!

Mon-Thurs

Fri

Sat

8arn-8pm

8am-4pm

1' am-?pm

1 lam-?p<n

1 lam-1 lpm

1 lam-9pm

."im-9pm

2(*P-1

Offenhauer

-—I

lpm

Kohl

OutUkes

Sign up for txtOnCampus at
www.DineOnCampus.com/BGSU

Sun

OuttakM

Mon-Fri

/.Msm-ilpm

Sun-Thurs

spm-iopm

Sat-Sun

1 lain-11pm

Fri-Sdt

cio*xi

\

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts
Piedmont Apts
Updated Birchwood tsmaii p«t anomw)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiency Houses

OFFICE HOURS
MoM*:M:30

530 S. MaptsSt
419-352-9J7B

W

WELCOME WEEK
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FRIDAY. AUG. 20

SUNDAY.

University Welcome

BGeXperience

Aloha Luau

930 p.m.. Doyt Perry Stadium

11:00 am 600 p.m.

6 p.m. 9 p.m. Founders Hal Courtyard

learn the fight song and be introduced to the University President

Check out MyBGSU for your location.

TUESDAY.

AUG. 22

AUG.

24

Tie-dye T-shirts, play in a comhole competition, and enjoy good food!
Sponsored by the Office of Residence Life.

traditions, and Freddie and Frieda Falcon. Fry on over and learn what it
means to be a Falcon! Sponsored by Orientation and First Year Prog rams.

Free Climbing at the Rock Wall

Rain location is Anderson Arena.

5:30 p.m-8:45 pm. Climbing Wall. Student Recreational Center

Mad Chad Taylor, Chain Saw Juggler

No registration required, just fill out the waiver and cfenb. Sponsored by

7pja-8pja.0kcanip101

Recreation and Welness.

Have you ever seen someone juggle chain saws? In person? Weft here's your

On-Field Movie: 'Iron Man 2 (subjecttochange)

chance as Mad Chad Taylor, seen on the Tonight Show.' does that and much

11:00 pjruDoyt Perry Stadum
Spread out across the field and enjoy one of the most popular movies of

MONDAY,

AUG.

more. Sponsored by the University Activities Organization.

23

the year. Refreshments and giveaways will be provided. Sponsored by
Orientation and First Year Programs and the Department of Intercollegiate

Yard Show

Athletics. Rain location Anderson Arena.

6:15 p.m.9-20 p.m. Basketball courts between Kreischer and rlarsbman

SATURDAY.

AUG.

21

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 25

Enjoy free food and some of BGSU's finest stepping. Sponsored by

Craiq Karges, Illusionist

Recreation and Wellness.

9 p.m.. 202 Bowen-Thompson Student Union. Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Karges dazzles the mind as he challenges his audiences to question what's

Dale K., Comedic Hypnotist

Michael Kent: Comedian

real and what's not. what is possible and what is impossible. Sponsored by

9-30 pm & 11:00 p-m. 202 Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Lenhart

9 p.m. 202 Bowen-Thompson Student Union. Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Orientation and First Year Programs.

Grand Ballroom
Dale K's performance will leave you laughing as he produces hypnosis events
that are professional, unconventional, and always hilarious.

CHURCH
DIRECTORY
/

We inviteyou to worship
with us and look forward to
ou soon:
/

W>

St. John's
Episcopal Church
www.sgohnsbg.org
WELCOME TO COLLEGE!
BGSU students:
F.O.C.L.S. metis Wednesdays 7:00
PM <S Starbucks in ihe Union
Come for open-minded 'God talk'
& free coffee!
(during academic year).

Please join our Facebook Group:
St. John's Bowling Green

Sunday Worship 10:00 AM

l505E.Wooster,St.
Bow ling Green 43402
(419)353-0881

ST. MARK'S
LUTHERAN CHURCH
Welcome students!
Let BGSU feed your brains and
Let St.Marks feed your soul

Make Yourself At Home

St. Aloysius

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
315 South College, Bowling Green
(419)353-9305

Worship * Learn * Grow * Connect * Serve
Expand * Lead

Open House & cookout
AUGUST 29 I 2PM-6PM
612 East Wooster

Catholic Church

If you don't believe in the power of prayer today,
just wait until finals

itne blue house across from Founders...
look tor the fish in the window & lust walk right Ml

We're on the corner of Summit & Clough St.

Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m..
Praise Service also at 11 a.m.

419-352-6486

(419)352-4195

bg@actoday.com
www.actoday.org

WKEKKND MASSKS
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.

(also search for us on faceoook)

Bowlinq Green Alliance Church

Rev. Dr. Michael Malanga
Senior Pastor

A Place To:

Worshipping Together

- 9:30am You're Invited'

Begin.

SUNDAY
SERVICE
10:00 A.M.

Belong.

Become...
1161 Napoleon Rd.

Real God...
Real People.
1165HaskinsRoad '
email: office@bgcovenant.org

Bowling Green, OH 43402

living the Call Together
Christian & Missionary Alliance

419.352.8483
www.bgcovenant.org

419.352.3623
*. bgalliance.org

First United Methodist Church
Church

on

campus

WELCOMES Y0OS

Sundays®ioam | Olscampioi
Roll out of bed and come as you are.
We'll provide the coffee.

SUNDAY WORSHIP

United Methodist Student Organization

9:00am. | Contemporary .fcirvice
10:00am I College Age SuViday School

Shoring the Light and Love of Christ
Meetings and Events on Tuesday Evenings
On Campus Bible Studies and Small Groups

brookside church

ALL ARE WELCOME!

a community church that meets on campus

brooksidechurch.net

Check out our web-site for times and locations
www.b£iu.edu/stud«ntlif»/org»niiation«/umio/

i-.

—
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East Wooster traffic: number of citations, violations
By J.ison Henry
City Editor

Students expecting to travel
their usual route downtown
will collide with orange barrels blocking a steep drop, as
excavators and bulldozers now
crowd the usually pedestrianheavy East Wooster Street.
Individuals attempting to
PHOTOS 8Y ANDMAFEHl
cross through the construction
zone are subject to a misde- KICKING UP DUST: Construction is taking place all over East Wooster Street
meanor charge with up to a Pedestrians should stay clear from these zones to avoid getting a citation.
$100 fine, according to I.t. Tony
lletrick of the Bowling Green
Police Division.
Sixty-nine citations for violation of a traffic control device
have already been issued,
including one individual who
got stuck in the construction
zone after driving around the
barrier while following a GPS.
Fifty-nine of the charges will be
dropped, according to the city
prosecutor's office.
"Of those 69 citations, a large
majority of them are going to be
dismissed because of improper
marking in the construction
zone," Hetrick said. "It wasn't
as secured as it maybe should
have been."
The construction area has
been tightened up and citations will be enforced, he said.
"People need to stay out of
there, it is a hazard," he said.
"If you are found in there, you
will be cited."
The construction will continue to detour pedestrians and
traffic until mid-to-late October,
according to Brian Craft, the
public works director.
done this calendar year, iq building-, in that arua." he said.
The current project, expect- advance of a big North Main
Fawcett said complaints
ed to cost a little over $ I million, project we have coming next have lieen received from busiwill upgrade sewer lines and year, so we don't have Main nesses about the lack of traf. place new curbs, sidewalks and and Wooster shut down fic, while residents are furious
curb ramps.
at the same time," he said. about having their lawns being
1 In addition, new street lights The North Main project will used as sidewalks for those trywill go up while telephones widen the street from Dale ing to reach the businesses.
i poles will come down — with Drive to the Woodland Mall.
He said businesses could
The Wooster Street project still be reached by using
1 wires being rerouted under'■ ground or directly to the build-has experienced a number Clough Street for businesses
iings on the street.
of issues.
on the south side of street or
I Craft said the extra traffic
lohn Fawcett, the municipal Court Street for businesses on
Ifrom move-in weekend was administrator, said two blocks the north side.
.'taken into consideration, but had to be evacuated after a
"My best advice is heed any
! the project had to be completed medium gas pressure line was road or sidewalk closure signs,"
'. at this time to avoid conflicting cut into last Friday.
Fawcett said. "Do not cross the
I with planned constniction on
"The police and the fire divi- barriers, do not cross in to the
; North Main Street next year.
sion actually did go door to construction zone, avoid it at
"The goal is to get this door and evacuate all of the aD costs."

ILLUSTRATION BY KEUUYONS

Consequences of underage
drinking are beyond price of beverage
"At the Wellness Connection we like

By Christina Tilbfrt
Reporter

to keep students aware of what the
The hidden costs behind
drinking, underage or not,
can be more than that
75-cent Natty. They could
include $1,000 in fines, a
college education or even
someone's life.
Faith Yingling from
the University's Wellness
Connection, a lifestyle
enhancement, information
and referral center located
at the Student Recreation
Center, works with students mostly on prevention
ol alcohol and drug use.
"At
the
Wellness
Connection we like to keep
students aware of what the
consequences of underage
drinking are," Yingling said.
Obviously alcohol poisoning is something every college sjuoJebtV |Ure be aware
of, whether it's being able
to recognize the signs and
symptoms, or what someone
should do if they see someone
with alcohol poisoning."
The most common symptoms of alcohol poisoning are unconsciousness,
slow breathing, pale or
bluish skin and vomiting.
The other consequences
that most students seem
to ignore is that when they
drink, they have a higher
risk of contracting a sexually transmitted infection, not properly using
condoms, sexual assault,
pregnancy, violence and

consequences of underage drinking are."
Faith Yingling | Wellness Connection
disorientation, according
to Yingling.
"What may seem like a
regular sized drink to a college student is the majority
of the time very different to
what an actual sized drink
is. A long island iced tea
isn't one drink, it's five. Five
drinks is considered binge
drinking," Yingling said.
"What we try to do is to
provide students with education on what alternatives
they have to drinking."
The most common penalty for underage drinking
includes being put on probation, now kwivcnas community control. iintiUhe minor
reaches the age of 21, as well
as being subject to mandatory and random drug testing. The minor will receive
other penalties if they are
caught drinking or possessing alcohol, entering a
bar of any kind before turning 21. or getting a traffic
infraction involving alcohol, according to a spokesperson for the probation
department at the Bowling
Green Municipal Court.
The maximum penalty
for underage drinking is
$1,000 and 180 days in jail,
per offense, although penalties may be more severe if

the minor has a preexisting
criminal record, according to a spokesperson for
the Municipal Court. The
University also enforces the
underage drinking laws.
Each decision a student
makes can greatly impact
their future, according to
the University Department
of Public Safety website.
Choices relating to alcohol
can affect safety, academics, health, relationships
and the lives of others in
the community.
Alcohol use results in
sexual assaults, increases in
vandalism, disciplinuJwNj
lems, decreases in iiuuDMKi
performance, injuries, medical problems, deaths including overdoses, suicides, traffic
fatalities, impaired driving
abilities and physical and
psychological dependency,
absence from work, erratic job
performance, safety hazards
and a decrease in job productivity, are just a few problems
experienced by persons who
are impaired by using alcohol
and other drugs.
For more information and
advice go to the Alcohol &
Drugs section of the University
Department of Public Safety
website at http://vvww.bgsu.
edu/offices/safety/.

I
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Walmart

Save money. Live better.

Offering you these special services!
Pharmacy
Vision Care
One-Hour Photo
Processing

•': K V ,■.

• Quick Lube Express
• Hair Salon
• Hearing Center

131 West Gypsy Lane

352-3776

A OPEN 24 HOURS

E5H1B;
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FACULTY PROFILES
Education dean creates
project for K-12 students
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New face brings positive energy,
diversity to Office of Student Affairs
By Bobby W.ddU

ByAlisiaWidman
Rcporttf

The University appointed
a new dean of the College

of Education and Human
Development this summet, and he has big plans
to ensure students have "lop
quality education."
William Bradley Cokvrll. a
former professor and associate dean from Southern
IllinoisUniveisnvt aibondale

with iin extensh e backgri wind
in education and law, began
bis appointment luly 19.
He was attracted to the
University and in particular
the college because of its
"very strong reputation" on
a state and national level,
he said.
"Even though I was content where I was at. this
was just too good ol an
opportunity to pass up,"
Cotwell said. "This was a
nice professional move for
me. My time here has been
excellent so far and everyone has been very kind to
me while I'm making my
transition
Cotwell said the job shift
and preparation for the fall
semesta has kept him busy
and he anticipates even longei days when c lasses begin.
"When school gets Into
Session and students get
hack on campus. 1 need
to find out what their
issues and concerns are.
he said. "We can then
work hand-in-hand to sec

"He was a great choice for our college.
He is very systematic and calm. He's a
great listener and his philosophy is how
to better service students."
Faith Olson | College of Education and Human Development

what we can do together
to lake things to the next
level."
One of Colwell's most sig
nificanl projects is the Center
(if Excellence for 21 st Century
Educator Preparation, what
he said could be the first cen
ter in the stale thai focuses on
K-12 education.
"This is a unique opportunity so we must work quickly,
but be thorough as well," he
said. "1 really sense an air
of excitement for what the
future holds."
lulie Matuga, an associate dean of the college,
said she has been assisting Cnhvcll with the project
and she is very eager to see
it completed.
"We're looking at the fabulous programs in educator
preparation and moving
them to the next level, making sure 21st century principles aie infused into them,"
she said. "This will prepare
students for the roles they will
find themselves in following
graduation."
Hie program is one of
Colwell's many new endeavors, Matuga said. Others
include more effective communication with students

through electronic media and
better representation within
the public.
"I'm really excited to work
with Hi ad," Matuga said. "I le's
come forward and really set
the lone for a collaborative
effort, with student learning
at tlie heart of every decision
he makes."
Faith Olson, fiscal officer of
ihe College of Education and
Human Development, said
she has worked with Colwell
on budgetary issues and
financial matters throughout
the summer and admires his
positive attitude.
"He was a great choice for
our college," she said. "He
is very systematic and calm.
He's a great listener and his
philosophy is how to better
service students."
Olson said she anticipates a successful inaugural
year for Colwell, whose high
expectations have been clear
during the first few weeks of
his deanship.
"If you set the bar high, people will come up to it," she
said. "I Ie cares about people,
faculty and staff, and also
strengthening auricular programming and other areas
that need it."

Did you know...
Leonardo Da Vinci
invented the scissors.

Uideo Spectrum
R IDouie Buffs Paradise

30 years ol providing
entertainment to
BGSU and
Bowling Green! -

LARGEST MOVIE
SELECTION IN BG

Reporter

Mel Hudson-Nowak's extensive background in education and finance made her
an ideal choice as associate
vice president for Student
Affairs.
She begins Sept. 1, but
her involvement with the
University goes back to
2006 when she was hired as
the University's director of
Internal Audit and Advisory
BG NEWS FIIE PHOTO!
Services. She also served as
co-chair of the University's NEW IN TOWN: Hudson-Nowak officially begins her new position as associate
Strategic
Planning wee president for Student Affairs Sept. I
Committee in 2008, where
she had the opportunity to live," Hudson-Nowak said. doctorate program for higher
work with Student Affairs "I really see myself more as a education, but decided lo hold
off lo spend more lime with!
representatives.
business generalist."
"I think the process really
Whipple praised Hudson- her family in Michigan.
gave me a sensitivity to the Nowak's diverse education,
Instead, she has been taking!
important issues [Student noting how unexpected it is for accounting classes in an effort!
Affairs! have that they're trying an English undergraduate to to sit for the Certified Public
to work through ... as they're go into business.
Accountant exam. She plans
balancing the student experi"She really understands the to take lime off from class lo.
ence here at BGSU," Hudson- importance of education as it selUe into her new job, but she
relates to being successful in wants to resume her education
Nowaksaid.
Ed Whipple, vice president an occupation," Whipple said. soon after.
"1 don't ever remember a
for Student Affairs, noted
Because her new position
Hudson-Nowak's enthusiasm includes responsibility for all time when learning somefor the University and said her of the auxiliaries in Student thing new wasn't kind of;
"high energy" and "positive Affairs, including Dining like a new piece of candy,"
attitude" is key for success in Services, Residence Life, the Hudson-Nowak said. "I've;
Student Union and the Ice got a colleague here at the
the job.
"She understands why Arena, Dean of Students Jill University who likes to say
we're here at the University, Carr cites Hudson-Nowak's I'm the poster child for a libwhich is to help students finance experience as a factor eral arts education."
learn, grow and be success- in her hiring.
Hudson-Nowak's success
ful, "Whipple said.
"We really need someone in her job and education can
With an education includ- that can work with those parts be attributed in large part to.
ing an MBA in Finance and of the University as we face her ability to work with otherMarketing, as well as a bache- additional economic challeng- people. She credits her time'
in Sweden as critical in her
lor 'sdegreein English, Hudson- es," Carr said.
Nowak had previously worked
Hudson-Nowak noted the understanding of diversity
tor the lord Motor Company similarities between auditing and differing perspectives. |
as an auditor and later in prod- and her neW rjdsltlfifl.'men- "'■At'Tord;' I teamed thej
uct development, according lo tioning how both involve importance of identifythe BGSU Monitor. She also identifying problems in vari- ing alternatives," Hudson-';
worked in Sweden under the ous departments and finding Nowak said. "It's very rare
company's Volvo division.
solutions. Now, as part of a thai there's only one way to
Hudson-Nowak initially did department, she is respon- solve a problem."
not expect to go into business. sible for putting the solutions
Working in a management;
She worked for a few years into place.
position, Hudson-Nowak:
before realizing she needed
"That's what I'm really excit- maintains "an open-door'
"higher training" to move ed about, the opportunity to philosophy," noting thej
forward in her job. Her dou- be more actively involved in importance of listening toble-major in the field of busi- finding ways to do things bet- others.
ness came from the desire to ter and doing them."
"My team knows that ID
maintain a broad focus for any
Hudson-Nowak is also they think I'm going in the!
career possibilities that would involved at the University as wrong direction ... not only!
come her way.
a student. Since fall 2007, she do 1 want, but I expect them,
"I think [my MBA] is a really has taken a class every fall and to provide me with theirgood foundation for a well- spring semester. She took her thoughts so we can make a;
rounded business perspec- first class in the University's good decision."

Hard to find Movies • VHS and DVD's

• CLOSEST VIDEO STORE TO CAMPUS
112 E. Washington St. 419-352-4171
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Our popular patchwork creations lake a new road will
cooft*naltfig elements from trie newest tall colors. Patent trims
m bc*J platrl designs give an five styles their tailored good looks.

Enter to win a
Vera Bradley Tote Bag
when you sign up for our Email
mailing list by August 31 st!

Sunday, Aug 22 @ 9:30AM
BGSU Union Ballroom
Check it out <§> www.h2ochurch.com
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Please return entry to For Keeps by August 31st, 2010

144 South Main Downtown BG 419/353-2232
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Newlove Rentals
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FROM HOLLYWOOD TO

BOWLING GREEN
Pulse provides entertainment addicts with pop culture news

This summer was a good time for entertainment.
I saw "Inception" — one of the sickest movies 1
have seen in a long time. (Seriously, if you haven't
seen it yet, make your way to the closest theater. Now.)
Lindsay Lohan went to jail. Although it was only for a
brief time, the scandal was something that kept me glued
to the screen as she rolled her eyes in the courtroom with
"Pck U" painted on her middle fingernail.
And my favorite woman in the entire world, Britney
Spears, became the queen of Twitter, surpassing Ashton
Kutcher, and now has the most followers of any other
account on the social network.
As you can clearly see, I am an entertainment junkie.
I love reading a good story about a celebrity. It's really
what 1 consider fun in my life, as lame as that makes
me sound.
The Pulse is perfect for anyone like me. In this section
of The BG News (look for it in the middle of the paper
every Friday), we are here solely for your entertainment.
In life, there needs to be an outlet for pleasure and fun
— this is that place.
The best part about me being a fanatic about entertainment is that you don't have to be; I'll be placing everything that is newsworthy in The Pulse, so you don't have
to go searching for anything.
What to expect? Well, that's simple. If it's light-hearted
and fun and doesn't involve a ball or team of some sort,
you can find it in this section.
And an article doesn't have to have a huge celebrity
name in the headline in order for it to be entertaining.
If it puts a smile on your face, or just simply brightens
up your day in some way, it's fulfilling the goal of the
Pulse section.
Over the course of the school year, The Pulse will be
here as your guide to help you along the way when it
comes to entertainment. Reviews of just-released albums
or movies will steer you in the right direction when it
comes to spending your money. Profiles on bands will
allow you to catch a good show in downtown Bowling
Green when it comes to you looking for something to do
this weekend.
But I must say, my main goal for the Pulse is for
everyone who attends this University to feel at home

Bowling Green specialities
include restaurants, cafes
By Amanda McGuira RllctlMk
Food Columnist

Worried you will exhaust your
dining hall food options? Afraid
ramen noodles, chips and microwave dinners are going to add on
the Freshman 15? Look no further
than the city of Bowling Green for
healthy and affordable good eats
and treats.
Grounds for Thought is the perfect independent coffeehouse for
a cup of coffee and some much
needed study time. Located on
Main Street, Grounds offers delicious coffees as well as tasty
treats such as their Mocha Cake.
Tables are nestled within its used
bookstore, which offers patrons
privacy and a place to escape the
hustle and bustle of campus—
free WiFi makes Grounds an ideal
hang out spot.
For those seeking a great lunch,
come to Call of the Canyon on
North Main Street, which offers
fresh sandwiches, homemade
soups and super salads. This
southwestern themed restaurant is
charming in its decor and intimate
in its size. The corn muffins are a
trademark dish. Bring cash; Call of
the Canyon does not accept checks
or credit cards.
Looking for a hand pattied yet
cheap burger? Check out Reverend's
Bar and Grill, 130 E. Wooster St.
Wednesday evenings between 4
p.m. and 7 p.m. where hamburgers
are $1. With its exposed brick walls
and modem decor, Reverends is a
great place to meet up with friends
and unwind.
Those with a sweet tooth must
try the Cookie lar and More at 130
E. Court St., a favorite spot for BGSU
students. Popular for their madefrom-scratch cookies, the Cookie

"Hands down [the
Happy Badger] is my
favorite place to eat in
Bowling Green."
lar offers admired flavors, such as
chocolate chip and snickerdoodle,
but the cookie of the day is the
surprise worth asking for. The
coolest thing about the Cookie
Jar: they deliver Wednesdays
through Fridays 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
and Saturdays and Sundays noon
to 10 p.m.
When parents, guardians and
friends visit, it's always nice to go
out for a special meal. Trotter's
Tavern on North Main Street is
known for its Brown Jug steak.
Served in a house-made brown
sauce with a choice of side, the
Brown Jug is the best piece of meat
in Bowling Green.
El Zarape on East Wooster is a
must-try for food lovers. Affordable,
El Zarape is the ideal destination
for diners with a sense of spice. The
Sopa Azteca is a delightful substitute for mom's chicken noodle soup,
but the El Zarape Combinations get
the most bang for the buck, especially Number 25 with its burrito,
enchilada, rice and beans.
While the aforementioned restaurants offer vegetarian options,
the best place to get vegetarian
food is the Happy Badger located
on the corner of North Main and
Clay streets. Family owned and
operated, Happy Badger's menu
ranges from a BBQ tofu sandwich
to house-made soups to veggie
pita bread pizzas. Hands down
See FOOD | Page 13

Downtown bars perfect for local
talent, provide fun nights out
By Troy Chambarlain

See CULTURE | Page 13

Pulse Reporter

"We never did DJs or

Arriving freshmen and returning
University students with a hunger
for live music will find no famine
in Bowling Green for the 2010-11
school year.
The Bowling Green night life has
a slew of pubs, clubs and watering
holes to call its own. Places to go
to dance, relax and hear music
are abundant, and downtown is
often alive as a result. But of all
the establishments in town, only
a handful hold the right to be considered a live music venue.
Ziggy Zoomba's Bar and
Grill, located on the south side
of Wooster Street near the intersection at Summit Street, is a
sports bar named for a popular
University chant heard at many
athletic events. The club has an
8-foot by 4-foot stage that lowers
from the ceiling on a hydraulic lift
for concerts, to be stowed away out
of sight until needed again.
Ziggy Zoomba's currently
doesn't have any upcoming
shows on its events calendar, but
according to owner Bob Everhart,
Monday and Wednesday nights
are designated for the live acts
he hires. Everhart said he is seeking acts to play his venue for the
coming year and encourages any

anything like that. It
was live music from
the beginning."
Nate Coides | Nate and Wally's

interested to visit their website or
Facebook for booking.
Heading west on Wooster Street,
the next bar boasting live entertainment is Nate and Wally's
Fishbowl, located on the North
side of Wooster between Prospect
and Main streets. The bar has
aimed to bring live music to the
town from the moment it opened
its doors in August 2001.
"We never did DJs or anything
like that," said co-owner Nate
Cordes. "It was live music from the
beginning."
The style of music most prevalent
at Nate and Wally's, Cordes said,
is typically acoustic folk or bluegrass. The bar has a comfortable
ambiance described by Cordes
as having a "family feel" where
"everyone's welcome." Those with
a natural inclination toward grassroots music, hemp, dreadlocks and
patchouli will Find it easy to make
See BARS | Page 14
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FALL 2010 .

entertainment
PREVIEW

"Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows Part I" It's
the beginning of the end.
1 larry Potter fans far and wide
will be waiting in anticipation
for the final chapter of the
journey of a boy wizard and
the evil force wanting to bring

Kanye West Mr. West
experience backlash from

him down. Lucky for fans, the
long book will be adapted
into two separate films —
better to not rush the series'
final moments. Part one will
be released in November,
with part two coming eight
months later.

the public when he stormed
the stage at last year's MTV

By Matt Liasse
Pulse Editor

The fall months are
not only for back-toschool remedies like hardcorestudyinganddeveloping
a caffeine addiction. They're
also a time when the spirit
of entertainment takes over
and treats us to new spectacular films, music, television
shows, books, video games
— whatever your pleasure.
The Pulse will be here as
your guide to everything

entertainment along the
way. When classes start to
wear you down, simply pick
up a newspaper and allow
yourself to be amused by
the many different voices
we offer.
Below is your official
guide to what showbiz has
planned for you. It's also the
official start of your school
year. There is always room
for entertainment.

"Resident Evil: Afterlife"
Fans of both video games and
action packed movies can be
Invited to spend the evening
at this film. Milla Jovoviih
returns for the film and it will
be released on Sept. 10 and
presented in 3D as well.
"The Social Network" Log
off Facebook for two hours
and what is there to do? Go
see a movie about the formation of the social networking
website that took the world
by storm five years ago. Even
though it is inspired by true
events, the CHO of Faccbook
has called the film "fic-

tion." lne film will star )esse
Lisenberg, Justin Timberlake
and Kashida Jones and will be
released Oct. 1.
"Jackass 3D" Our generation's (arguably) most cringeworthy franchise will celebrate its next chapter in 3D.
In the spirit of taking shots
to the groin and performing
stunts that no human should
try repeating at home, favorites Johnny Knoxville, Bam
Margera and Steve-0 are back
for our entertainment. The
film will be released Oct. 15.
"Saw 3D" Our generation's
(arguably) goriest film fran-

chise will celebrate its next
chapter in 3D. Just like the
chapters that came before it,
the film will follow people in
stressed situations in battle
for Jigsaw's legacy. This 'Saw'
installment will be released
two days before Halloween.
"Burlesque" After releasing
her first album in four years
to abysmal sales, Christina
Aguilera has one more chance
to impress this year. Her acting debut will be side-by-side
with another avvard-vvinning
pop star, Cher, and follows a
giri's journey to making it in
I loUywood at a burlesque club

after leaving her small town
home. This sexy and sleek film
is slated for Nov. 24.
"Little Fockers" After meeting both sets of parents, it
may be time to meet the kids.
Robert De Niro, Ben Stiller,
Owen Wilson and Barbara
Streisand return for the third
installment on Dec. 22.
"The Chronicles ofNarnia:
Tlie Voyage of the Dawn
Treader" If Hogwarts doesn't
cast your spell or a burlesque
club doesn't make you feel hot,
a trip to Namia can always be
arranged. The journey continues on Dec. 10.

"Glee" One of the biggest
shows of last season is back
and has brought Britney
along with them. After episodes surrounding the music
of Madonna, Lady Gaga and
Journey, Glee will start their
second season with an episode surrounding the music

of another one of the biggest
pop stars today and will also
include a cameo from Spears
herself. The show's second
season, beginning Sept. 21,
also promises musical performances of songs such as
HEM's "Losing My Religion"
and a rumored tribute to the

Beatles.
"Dancing With The Stars"
The new season of often forgotten about celebrities trying
their hardest with dances way
too hard for them will begin
this fall. The contestants will
be announced Aug. 30.
"The Big Bang Theory" A

favorite at Comic-Con started
out as a little show, but has
since blown up. The new season, beginning Sept. 23, which
will be moving to Thursday
nights, still follows awkward
nerds trying to make it in the
same world as the social butterflies.

Video Music Awards and
intruded on country singer
Taylor Swift's acceptance
speech. Unlike when he verbally attacked former president George W. Bush (claiming the president did not care
about black people,) West
came off as a bully against
the teenage girl. His return
this fall will note more than

a year he's been out of the
spotlight. His fierce lead
single "Power" has already
debuted strongly, and the
album (slated for November)
is rumored to have collaborations with Jay Z, Beyonce
and Bon Iver.
Kings Of Leon After a wild
ride to superstardom with
songs "Sex On Fire" and

"Use Somebody" becoming
hits on Top 40 radio stations,
the Nashville natives have
announced they will release
their fifth studio album
"Come Around Sundown" on
Oct. 19. This album comes
after the band won four
Grammys for 2008's "Only
By The Night"
Nickt Mlnaj She has

already won the BET award
for best female rapper before
she even released her debut
album. The foul-mouthed Lil
Wayne protege is set to release
her solo debut "Pink Friday"
on Nov. 23, after offering
rhymes on tunes like Young
Money's "Bed Rock," Usher's
"Lil Freak" and Ludacris'
"My Chick Bad."
See PREVIEW |
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You deserve a factual look at...

ireat of a Nuclear-Armed Iran
What aan the world, what can «ha USA. what can Israel ale ateut M
Iran's president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, has declared publicly - not once, but reputedly - that Israel mult be
"wiped off the map." That effort, the destruction of Israel, stems to be the main goal ol Iranian policy, When Iranian
missiles are paraded through the streeU of Tehran, the destination "to Jerusalem" is clearly stenciled on them.

What are the taetsf
A death wish for Israel. Ahmadinejad and the
ayatollah who is the "supreme leader" have publicly
mused that one or two nuclear bombs would obliterate
Israel, but that, though it would cause devastating
damage and millions of casualties. Iran would survive
Israel's retaliatory attack. Iran is a huge country, with
about 60 million inhabitants, so they are probably
correct. And who can doubt that those religious
fanatics would not hesitate to allow the destruction of
much of their country and
to sacrifice a third or even
-^^^—
one-half
of
their
"An attack on the

destroyed. The IAF (Israeli Air Force) accomplished
that in a daring and unprecedented raid. Iraq's nuclear
capability was eliminated in one stroke, never to rise
up again. Israel had done the world an enormous
service. Had it not been for Israel's decisive action, the
Iraqi conquest of Kuwait and, without question, also of
Saudi Arabia and its enormous oil fields, and, for that
matter, of Iran, could not have been prevented. Saddam
Hussein would have been the ruler of the world.
The solution to the deadly threat that Iran poses to
the world is obvious. Of course, diplomacy and
^^"■"■■^™^^^~ persuasion, threaU and
Iranian nuclear
promises, sticks and

SLttXtaW installations would fall under the heading -*;JJTS S
state? When our country of "anticipatory self-defense," recognized action - should be used
was entangled with the and sanctioned by international law and until" becomMclur ev*n
to the most obdurate that
Soviet Union in the bitter
by common sense."
nothing can deviate Iran
40-year long "cold war,"
^^^™-^^^^—■•«• from its chosen path of
with both sides having ^™"~^
becoming a nuclear power and to dominate the Middle
sufficient nuclear weapons to destruy the opponent's
East.
country and its people, things were kept in place by
There is reason to believe that the people of Iran,
MAD - Mutually Assured Destruction. However "evil"
especially the young people, oppose the oppressive and
the leaders of the Soviet Union (the "Evil Empire") may
have been, there was one great consolation and
theocratic regime of their country and are hostile to
the mullahs who control everything. But the
assurance: They were not crazy. But the Iranians and
government has the tools of power firmly in its hands.
other Muslims are crazies, as we understand the
It controls the instruments of coercion - it can kill
concept. Because they take instructions directly from
Allah, who tells them to kill the Jews and other infidels,
people and it controls the oil money. While it would be
most desirable and in the interest of the world to be
whatever the cost.
able to foment an overthrow of the Iranian regime,
Israel has no problem with Iran. They share no
that is an unrealistic and unattainable prospect.
borders and have no territorial dispute. In fact, they
Regrettably, there is only one solution to the terrible
face common Arab enemies and should be natural
dilemma confronting the world, the unacceptable
allies, as they indeed were under the Shah. Iran's death
wish lor Israel is based entirely on religious fanaticism.
danger of a nuclear-armed Iran. The terror, the
destruction and the 60 million dead of World War II
In contrast even to the intractable North Koreans, the
determination of the Iranians is immutable. It cannot
could have been prevented at several times during the
be changed by persuasion, by diplomacy, by sanctions
Nazi regime. But the Allied powers, under the
or by threats.
leadership of Britain's prime minister Neville
Chamberlain, opted for appeasement and for "peace in
Once Iran is in possession of nuclear weapons, it will
our time." We cannot afford to make that same mistake
not only be a deadly danger to Israel, but to all of the
Middle East and to virtually all of Europe, The flow of
again. The world must give Iran an ultimatum: Desist
immediately from the development of nuclear weapons:
oil from the Middle East, the lifeblood of the
if you do not, we shall destroy the facilities that produce
industrialized world, would be totally under its control
and so would be the economies of all nations of the
them. There still is a window of opportunity to do that.
world, very much including the United States.
That window may close very soon. But who would do
the job? The United States would be the obvious choice.
What Is to be done? In 1981, then prime minister of
But if the United States were in accord, Israel could do
Israel Menachem Begin, being awart of Iraq's nuclear
ambitions and looming realization of those ambitions,
it. just as it did the job in 1981 in destroying Iraq's
decided that its nuclear reactor at Osiraq had to be
nuclear potential once and for all.
An attack on the Iranian nuclear installations would fall under the heading of "anticipatory self-defense,"
recognized and sanctioned by international law and by common sense. Nobody really knows (or sure how far Iran
is from reaching its goal — six months six years? The experts disagree. But if Iran is not stopped now, it may well
be too late not very long from now.
Thl« mwMoa hM bun pubJIthad and paid tor by
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THIS SUMMER
IN ENTERTAINMENT:
STARS BEHIND BARS: Plenty
of celebrities ended up in handcuffs this summer and for a wide
variety of reasons. But. by fat, the
biggest showdown involved child
star Lindsay Lohan. After TMZ.com
featured a live video feed from her
court case at the beginning of the
summer, Lohan has since served 14
of her 90-day sentence and is now
currently in rehab. A judge ordered
the star to report to jail after Lohan
violated her probation after a string
of arrests in 2007 involving a DLfl
and drug possession. Other stars
also spent some time behind bars
this summer. Paris Hilton was held
in South Africa after being arrested
under the suspicion of marijuana
possession. "American Pie" star Chris
Klein was arrested for driving under
the influence of alcohol and he shortly went to rehab afterward. "Gossip Girl" star Chase
Crawford was arrested in Texas for marijuana possession and Jersey Shore" star Nicole
"Snooki" Polizzi was arrested for disorderly conduct.
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HOLLYWOOD'S
FINEST
PASS:
Hollywood lost some legends this summer. The flirty "Golden Girls" star, Rue
McClanahan. died at the age of 76 this summer from a massive stroke. This leaves Betty
White as the only living "Golden Girl,"
after Bea Arthur died in 2009 and Estelle
Getty died in 2008. Former child star Gary
Coleman also died this summer, after he
suffered a brain hemorrhage when he fell
in his home. The actor is best known for
his role in "Diff'rent Strokes" and the catchphrase, "Whatchu talkin' bout. Willis?" Lastly, actor and filmmaker Dennis Hopper
passed away this summer at the age of 74 after a long battle with prostate cancer.

CULTURE
From Page 11
and represented. I have big
plans to making the voices
of everyone heard no matter
their skin color, age. religion
or sexual orientation. I would
like this to be the 'pulse' of
the students. This is not my
section. It is yours. I'm just
the one that will be staying
up late working on it.
So, what else is there to
say? Greek organizations:
1 have my eyes on you for
a profile piece. Get ready
for me.
And you can bet money we
are going to cover the many

STORK VISITS A LISTERS: Big name celebrities have also welcomed new bundles of joy
for the entertainment industry. "Doogie Howser,
M.D." child star and current star of "How I Met
Your Mother" Neil Patrick Harris announced on his
Twitter account that he and his longtime boyfriend
David Burtka are going to be fathers. The two are
using a surrogate and are expecting twins. Musician
Alanis Morissette announced that she is pregnant
with her first child with rapper husband Mario
"Souleye" Treadway. Finally, on Aug. 6. actors Will
Arnett and Amy Poehler welcomed their second
son. Abel James Arnett. who joins one-year-old

FOOD
From Page 11
this is my favorite place
to eat in Bowling Green.
The colorful artwork
and mix-matched tables

cool things to be released penny the ticket costs?)
So, without further ado, to
this fall. I. in case anyone was wondering, can- the freshmen who are excited
not wait until Rock Band for their first year here at the
3 comes out. A few of my University, I welcome you,
friends and 1 have made a and invite you to say hello if
habit of actually declining you see me on campus (I'm
invitations to go out and be at Starbucks a lot!)
social just because we want
And, because the Pulse
to play that game.
is only on Fridays, we
And anyone else totally have a Facebook fan page
geared up for Kanye's and a TWitter account for
return to the spotlight with the Pulse. Consider it my
his album? I can't be the gift to you for the other six
days of the week. Follow it
only one.
And you guys have to at @ThePulseBGNews or
stay tuned for when our become a fan of The Pulse /
live reviews of Lady Gaga's The BG News.
What an awesome year
Monster Ball tour come in.
(It's the biggest show of the it is going to be for enteryear, but is it worth the pretty tainment.

and chairs create an
eclectic, unique dining
atmosphere. Open for
lunch and soon dinner,
the Happy Badger pleases any palate. Also, the
Happy Badger General

Store offers a wide variety of clothing, incense,
soaps and other specialty
goods in addition to the
locally produced breads,
pastries, milk, cheeses
and more deliciousness.

"Crazy Train" and Queen's
"Bohemian Rhapsody." The
game will be available in
November.
Halo: Reach The third
installment of one of the
most popular video game

franchises will be available Sept. 14, and again,
the survival of the world
against alien invaders is
in the hands of the player.
Between classes, get your
killing spree on.

PREVIEW
From Paqe 12
Rock Band 3 There has
never been a better time
to host parties for playing
Rock Band. With the release
of Rock Band 3, friends all
around can play the guitar,
bass, drums, sing into a

VjpiGAMES

microphone (and now can
even play the keyboard). The
game promises new modes
and 83 new tunes. Some of
the new songs will include
loan Jett's "I Love Rock
and Roll," Ozzy Osbourne's

WWW.BGSUCAMPUSCASH.COM

BGSU
CAMPUS CASH
SIGN UP FOR
BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
* Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges

BGSU

SIGN UP NOW!
3

CincoDcMayo 5s«£"
j*S^

TUBBV'S

Pita Pit

SOUTH

sim

You can also go to BGSUCampus Cash.com
d get Local Menus, Discounts, Bar Promotions
Events, Job Opportunities and i

Text BGSU to 46786
Get deals sent to your phi
Show your phoneJI
Get exclusive p(
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ENROLLMENT

SUN., AUG. 15
12:46 AM
Ronald M. Bohmler, 22. of
Napoleon. Ohio; Simon T.
Champada. 21, of Toledo; and
Ryan T Gainor. 18. of Wauseon.
Onto, were cited for disorderly
conduct/fighting at 149 North
Bar Chad P. Reynolds. 23. of
Wayne. Ohio, was also cited for
disorderly conduct/taunting.

conduct/public urination near the
corner of East Washington St.
and North Main St.

2:47 AM.
Three females reported being
threatened by males who made
reference to a gun within the
100 block of N Main St

2:15 A.M.
Lisa Clark. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for criminal
trespass after cutting through
an individuals yard to avoid the
construction within the 300 block
of E. Wooster St.

2:24 A.M.
Terrance L. James. 34. of Toledo.
was cited for operating a vehicle
impaired near corner of Thurstin
Avenue and East Wooster Street.

2:41 A.M.
Erika R Corman, 26. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly

6:45 P.M.
Complainant reported that an
unknown person stole his bike
seat cover from his bike at the
Wood County Public Library.

TUES.,AUG.17
9:27 A.M.
Fifty traffic cones were
reported stolen from behind
John Newlove Reality on East
Wooster Street.

2:04 A.M.
Anna M. Speck. 18, of Bowling
Green, was cited for open
container of alcohol and
underage possession within the
100 block of N. Main St.

complex within the 1700 block of
E. Wooster St.

9:42 A.M.
A window air conditioner was
reportedly yanked from the
window and thrown to the
ground within the 200 block of
Lehman Ave.

MON.,AUG. 16
3:20 P.M.
Complainant reported that
unknown persons stole his
amplifier and subwoofers from
his unlocked vehicle parked
within the 800 block of Fourth St.

3:56 P.M.
A U-Haul smashed into the
security gate, causing $1500
in damage, at an apartment

100 YEARS

1227A.M
Thomas Dean. 26. of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container of alcohol within the 300
block of S Main St

2:27 AM.
Jason M. Hickman. 33. of
Bowling Green, and Jeremy
Jon Barber. 19. of Portage.
Ohio, were cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination near
Lot 1. Barber was also cited
for underage consumption
and arrested on outstanding
contempt of court warrants
from the Wood County Sheriff's
Office and the Fmdlay Police
Department.

6:14 A.M.
An individual reported that
someone entered her unlocked
vehicle and took nothing within
the 200 block of Cnm St.

7:53 A.M.
A complainant reported that his
boyfriend stole his apartment
keys and then hid in the
bathroom within 1500 block of
Clough St

9:13 P.M.
An individual reported being
called bad names by a neighbor
for calling the police on a
drunken driver within the 100
block of Clay St

1217 P.M.
A complainant reported that he
suspects someone yelling for a
"Chris" caused minor damage to
his vehicle within the 600 block
of N. Enterprise St.

11:16 P.M.
A resident within the 800
block of 7th St. was warned for
disorderly conduct after watching
a movie with his surround
sound up.

WED., AUG. 18

5:26 P.M.
Complainant reported that an
unknown male walked into her
house within the 100 block of
Williams St. looking for a party.
but left when he found out there
was in fact no party.

1:17 A.M.
Kayla N. Notheis. 20. of Oregon.
Orno. was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination within
300 block of N.. Main St.

1:38 A.M.
Thomas Dean. 26. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for assault
after escorting the victim outside
and kicking the victim in the face
within the 100 block of
E Wooster St

7:29 P.M.
Travis D. Gmeman, 23. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired and
failure to maintain reasonable
control after striking a telephone
pole near the corner of Mam and
Clay streets.

9:07 P.M.
A complainant reported people
walking within the 900 block
of Klotz Road with Wal-Mart
shopping carts.

[\ OMLIME:Gotobgviewscomforlhe
^ complete blotter list

involved in the next 100
years of the University: givFrom Page 5
ing back to the community
and future students.
can get involved with the
Sam Killermann, a gradCentennial is by participat- uate assistant for Office of
ing the University's One the Dean of Students, said
Million Hours of Service the University New Student
for 100 years. Weiss said Welcome program has
the program is meant to get incorporated opportunities
students, staff and alumni for students to take part in

centennial activities and has about 800,000 more
hours to go.
service hours.
"We wanted to give these
The University will offer
new students the opportuni- many events this month
ty to take part in this celebra- through December for stution and those service activi- dents to participate in as
ties," Killermann said.
well as the opportunity to
The program will be host- show their Falcon pride with
ing a service day on Aug. 28 Centennial Celebration Tto add to the University's shirts and other Centennial
service hours. The University apparel, according to the

Centennial
Celebration
website.
'This is great opportunity
for new students to get really
connected with the University
and be part of something bigger," Weiss said.
More information about
the University Centennial
Celebration can be found at
bgsu.edu/centennial/.

BARS

vides the grit. A step through
the front doors treats patrons
to an immediate wave of rock
'n' roll in its essence.
Every inch of JkaanU's carries the feel of the underground
- raw, grungy, unapologetic
and honest.
"Local bands are the real
backbone of what we do here,"
sound engineer and booking
manager Maurice Austin said.
"If you're into music, especially
live, original music, this is the
place to be."
The majority of the acts
that perform at Howard's fall
somewhere under the umbrella of rock. Austin said, from
metal to alternative to acoustic. In addition to the countless local bands, Howard's
has held shows with larger
acts such as the Misfits and
Ekoostik Hookah. Coming in
late September is the band

It's got all the old stuff a bar
used to have," said owner Scott
Rood, referring to the bar's oldfashioned jukebox and HarleyDavidson pool table.
Rood, who took over the
location a year-and-a-half ago,
said live music has always
been a part of Checker's, and
when he took the reins, he had
no plans to change that.
"Checker's has been a live
music bar as long as I can
remember, since I was a kid,"
he said. "We just wanted to
keep the same theme to the
place."
All shows at all locations are
18-and-over unless otherwise
specified. All dub representatives encouraged those interested in learning more about
upcoming events, or looking
to play at their venues, to visit
their respective websites or
Facebook pages.

From Page 11

friends at the Fishbowl.
Across Main Street is the theater-tumed-nightclub Clazel.
Prior to its renovation as a
multi-purpose venue in 2008,
the Clazel served Bowling
Green as a movie theater that
began operations here in 1926.
The club opened under new
ownership in August 2008 and
has since attracted many acts,
both regional and national.
"Bowling Green is a very
diverse town, it has people
with all different kinds of
taste in music," marketing
director and talent provider
Banan Alkilani said. "Our
goal is not to stick to any one
specific genre."
Attendees to a show at the
Clazel are greeted by velvet

ropes and a sophisticated
atmosphere. Beyond the ropes
is a 360-degiee bar serving
cold drinks to all of age who
wish to indulge. Past the bar,
two parallel ramps descend
into a lower-level dance floor,
flanked by V.l.P. balconies on
either wall.
The Clazel focuses on talent, appeal and uniqueness
of approach to create its criteria for bands it seeks to book.
Alkilani said. The club last year
hosted such acts as Sublime
cover band Badfish, CJeorgian
Americana artist Corey Smith
and New England jazz-reggae
musicians Barefoot Truth. Live
music there occurs on average
two nights a week, Wednesday
through Friday.
Back across to the east skte of
Main, sits Howard's Club H. If
Clazel offers class to the town's
live music scene, Howard's pro-

GOT A DIPLOMA?
Ask about 0.9% financing on

Trainwreck. featuring Kyle
Cass of Tenacious D.
Howard's has live music
occurring every Wednesday
through Saturday, with "Loud
and Local Wednesdays" occurring each week. "Loud and
Local Wednesdays," according to Austin, is a loosely organized open-mic night acting as
a "forum for up-and-coming
local bands to come and show
what they've got."
Removed from the downtown scene, near the intersection at Napoleon Road,
sits the last venue on the
list. Checker's Pub offers live
music every Saturday night,
occasionally on Fridays, and
taikirs its acts to suit a crowd
thirsty for classic rock. It is a
bar with a nostalgic, saloonstyle feel driven by domestic
drafts and whiskey.
"Checker's is a classic bar.

^Sfekcflne Bacin

START YOUR SEMESTER WITH GREAT HAIR & A TAN

WELCOME BACK TENT

UNIVERSITY
HONDA

all new Hondas thru 9/7/10
1019 N. MAIN ST. • 419.354.2222

FEATURING:
David Dewait: owner/stylist
Lisa McCoy: stylist
Jennifer Shirkey: stylist

Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices
Efficiencies, One ana
Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

and water. Meet the".
' Solarium staff!

HOT HAIR!
• Cut A style inducted With J
■Specializing in foils
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fall.
"We're really connecting
with that many more people and I think that's what's
making the whole difference, the human contact
and being able to be right
there," Mencer said.
The students working
with Mencer at the SECC
numbered close to 50 last
year and they worked
with prospective students
through making phone
calls, keeping them connected on Facebook and
operating the live chat
available on the admissions website. The students
worked into the summer
and Mencer said they have
made about 10,000 calls to
rising seniors in high school
this summer alone.
With the higher numbers
though, there are some
complications on campus
finding housing for all ihe
freshmen. While there are
1,300 new residence spaces
slated to be open for next
fall, there needed to be room
now for the large incoming
class. Swegan said he thinks
Residence Life handled
the issue well by deciding
to turn Conklin back into a
residence space on the second, third and fourth floors.
"I think that was a great
solution, it was already a
residence hall in the past
and so it was easy to make
it back into a residence hall,''
Swegan commented. "It's a
good location, relatively in
the center of campus,"
Housing was the largest problem the University
faced with the higher numbers in the incoming class,
according to Swegan. Across
the board academically,
Swegan said the colleges
did a good job realizing this
class was considerably larger
and students are still leaving
campus with full schedules.
While the increased number may have caused problems on campus, Swegan
also said a benefit of having
such a large freshmen class
is going to be the energy
they bring to the campus.
"I think one of the big benefits is simply the energy
and the excitement and the
enthusiasm surrounding
being part of a class like that,"
Swegan said. "I think what
you get is a general excitement around campus. We
feel good about ourselves
and we feel good about the
campus and all the things
that are happening and I
think that quite naturally
comes through."
The admissions office
may be able to extend
that good feeling beyond
this year's freshmen class
because not only is their
work with enrollment showing in this year's numbers,
it's also already making an
impact on next year's. Last
year at this time there were
270 applications in for Fall
2010 and at this time there
are already 677 applications
in for Fall 2011.
"I anticipate good things to
come for us," Swegan said.

• The hottest HiUtos & color
• The hottest hair cuts

In which
country is the
board game
Monopoly
outlawed?

TANNING SPECIALS:
• $29.95 month/ unlimited
1/2 Off Lotion
•6 tans

$22

•10 tans

$27

•18 tans—™$37
•25 tans

$47

a. Russia^
b. Iraq
cCuba
A. China

Listings available online al: www.johnnewloverealestate.com
or al the rental office located at:
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday • 8:30 lo 5:30 • Saturday • 8:30 to 5:00
For more information or to schedule a showing, please call the Rental Office.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
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Call for an
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^^jffl Saturday, Sept. 18 vs. Marshall

Saturday, Sept. 25 at Michigan

Saturday, Oct. 2 vs. Buffalo
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COLLISION Wide receiver Nick McKnight prepares to tale a hit from Jude AdieiBanmah in Tuesday's scrimmage-

Life after Barnes

Saturday, Oct. 9 at Ohio

Saturday, Oct. 16 at Temple

Falcons moving forward with large group of wide receivers
the Falcons as the top wide out
from a year ago, hauling in 46
catches for 417 yards and two
11 s hard to replace a guy like for- touchdowns.
Ray Hutson returns for a
mer BG wide receiver Freddie
Barnes. The wide receivers on third season after catching 28
l he icam this year will say the passes for 239 yards in 2009,
joining Justus Jones and Tyrone
same thing.
As a senior last year, Barnes Pronty as notable returners on
led the country with 155 recep- the receiving end.
Pronty, a fifth-year senior,
tions and 19 touchdowns for
caught six passes in a win over
1,770 receiving yards.
His 155receptionsestablished Troy in the first game of the
a new mark in NCAA history season last year, but suffered a
and his 1,770 receiving yards season-ending foot injury the
same game.
ranked second in the nation.
Pronty says he learned a lot
The Falcons relied a lot on the
hands of No. 7 last season, and by watching Barnes, but realizes neither himself nor the rest
who could blame them?
But with Barnes out of the of the receivers have to emulate
picture, BG will look to move his stats.
"He U.n IH'S; raised the bar,
on with its hapdf ul of wide outs
in what will certainly be a more but at the same time we don't
have to do it as an individual,"
spread out offense.
Adrian Hodges returns to Pronty said. "We don't have

Calvin

By Paul Bariwy
Sports Editor

BASKETBALL
BRIEF
Women's basketball
lands Duke transfer
BG women's basketball coach Curt Miller
announced earlier this week the addition of
Alexis Rogers to the program.
A transfer from Duke. Rogers will sit out
the 2010-11 season due to NCAA transfer
rules
Rogers, a 6-1 wing/forward, played in
24 games off the bench as a freshman
at Duke last year, helping the team to a
50-6 overall record and a 12-2 mark in the
Atlantic Coast Conference.
Rogers averaged l.S points and 16
rebounds per game last season.
She played 5.2 minutes per contest

SWIMMING
BRIEF
Keri Buff steps down as
BG swimming coach
BG Assistant Vice President and
Director ol Intercollegiate Athletics Greg
Christopher announced last week that Ken
Buff has resigned as the BG swimming
coach

Saturday, Oct. 23 vs. Kent State

Wiley
Returns for a sixth
year after injuries
in 2007 and 2009

Adrian
Hodges
Caught 46 passes
for 417 yards last

Saturday, Oct. 30 at Central Michigan

Wednesday, Nov. 10 vs. Miami

It's that time of year again.
The month of Angus) means
bark to school for lil.SII siudents, and for you freshmen,
the beginning ofwhal I hope is
an enjoyable and useful experience.
You've wine tn BG during an
exciting time.
Behind all the construction
you've must likely seen already,
buildings arc starting to take
their shape as the Stroll t !enta
— the University's new arena
and convocation center — and
the Wolfe Center fur the Arts
are both scheduled to open
next fall.
Next fall you will also see
new residence halls opening
and over the next lew yean
you'll see major renovations
beginning on the campus'
academic buildings
Yes, there is a lni to be ached about at BG — including
sports.
Ova Ihe past few yi i •
number of the Falcon sports
teams have gone on to achieve
great success, and with the
coaches and student athletes
in place, it appears that success will continue tin years lii
come

This past spring the baseball
to have one person get 155
catches. We have a plethora
of receivers that can get the
job done."
The surplus of wide outs
expands to senior co-captain
Calvin Wiley, who returns for

Wednesday, Nov. 17 at Toledo

Friday, Nov. 26 vs. Western Michigan

team WOD its third consecutive
Mid American Conference
Fast division title, and a talented core ul players, including
Ion Berti, Maltliew l'it/-.uloand
Ryan Schlater, will return.
In 2009 coach Danny
SchmitZ rained his 50011)
raieei victoiy when, W.iMi'll'al
See COLUMN; IV17

RECEIVERS

ens soccer to
host scrimmage
scrimmages against Oakland
(Aug. 22) and Indianapolis
(Aug. 28) followed up with the
The 2010 men's soccer season Davidson tournament where
kicks off today with a scrim- they play Appalachian State
mage against Windsor at 5 p.m. and host team Davidson.
The first regular season
The exhibition will take
place on the practice field match is home at Cochrane
next to Cochrane.
field on Sept. 11, against Akron.
Monday the team formally
Eric Nichols enters his secstarted its training by run- ond season as coach of the
ning two-a-day practices Falcons, looking to improve
until Thursday, working to with a squad of returning
solidify fundamentals and players — including 14 letter
improve as individuals and
See HEN | Page 17
as a squad.
The Falcons play two more
By Bryan Filipponi
Reporter

Players to watch
this season

FILE PHO'0

TURNING THE CORNER: Thomas McLean look to escape an Nil) player in a game last season

Women kick offseason this weekend
By B.ckyT.n«r
Reporter

Buff spent eight seasons with the Falcons,
stepping down to accept a position with
TYR, a swimwear manufacturing company

i

Buff was named the Mid-American
Conference Coach of the Year in 2002
and 2003 and her 200J-O4 squad
swam to a third place finish at the MAC
Championships, the school's best finish in

■ Alexa
Arsenault
Had a goalsagainst average

Alicia
Almond
Named the
team's MVP last

Katie
Stephenson
Senior has won
the team's'Hustle
Award' three times

of 1.28 in 2009

11 years

PAUL
BARNEY

flHBj Megan
PC3H Amann
^vaafl Played in all 20
Pna^B matches last season
|

^^ and led in scoring

The BG women's soccer team
will use their formidable senior
leadership infused with a freshman class full of excitement to
erase last year's disappointing
season.
"We're going to do better than
last year," said coach Andy
Richards.
The Falcons went 5-12-3 in
2009, with a Mid-American
Conference record of 1-7-3.
Richards said his team was
not satisfied with their performance because the previous year had been so successful with a 12-6-4 overall

record.
Last year's losses, Richards
said, are what will fuel his players to do better.
"There was some disappointment last season and
a lot of returners are making sure that doesn't happen
again," he said.
"It's no secret last season
wasn't the greatest," said cocaptain Katie Stephenson.
But Stephenson said the team
is ready to prove themselves
and work hard.
"Overall we've been really
upbeat and motivated," she
said. "We're driven to compete
and perform better."
The "internal motivation" the
team has, Richards said, has

FOOTBALL

Improved their performance on
the field.
"The returners, especially the
seniors, have taken on strong
leadership rules... through thai.
the whole team has been inure
competitive and focused.' be
said.
Hut the fuel for the falcons
will not solely be redemptive. Twelve freshmen faces
have joined the roster, which
Richards said have brought a
freshness and excitement to
the team.
Another element that will
play in BG's favor is their schedule of 13 home games.
See SOCCER | Page 17

HOCKEY

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG New sports on Twitter

Schilz heavy favorite to lead offense

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

BG freshman quarterback Matt Schilz has seperated himself

New BG hockey coach Chris Bergeron finds himself in a

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

from the other quarterbacks in summer camp as coach

much different scenario than he had the lasl 10 years in

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sport

Dave Clawson is leaning on him to be the starter for the

Oxford at Miami University.

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

2010 season. | Sat page 16

New coach set to lead young team

| See page 16
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Notes: Freshman Schilz has
edge in quarterback battle
By Stan Shapiro

Replacing Tyler Sheehan
— a 3-year starter, who threw
for over 4,000 yards and 27
touchdowns his senior season
— was arguably the biggest
question mark entering camp
this year, and four different
quarterbacks all had a chance
to earn the spot.
While Schilz is not yet officially the starter, redshirt freshmen Kellen I'agel and Trent
I Iurley are in a heated battle for
the second string spot. Aaron
1'ankrat/., the only quarterback
on the roster with any game
experience, has fallen to fourth
on the depth chart.

Web Editor

If BG were lo play lomorrow,
Matt Schilz would be the
quarterback.
Multiple limes this week
coach I)ave Clawson has said
the redshirt freshman has distanced himself from the competition, and will be the starter
on Sept. 4 at Troy, barring something unexpected happens.
"He has taken care of the
football better then any other
of the quarterbacks... not only
has he put us in the best situation to win, he has put us in
the best position not to lose,"
New Kicker
Clawson said.

After BG kickers combined
to hit just 12-of-21 field goal
attempts last season, including
three misses from within 29
yards or closer, Bryan Wright
has come to the rescue.
A graduate student who
played the past three years at
the University of Michigan as
a kick-off specialist, Wright
brings instant credibility to the
Falcons' kicking game.
While he didn't attempt any
field goals with the Wolverines,
Wright hit the second longest
field goal in Ohio high school
history as a senior, 57-yards,
See NOTES | Page 17

BG cross country teams
prepare for fall season
By Nick King
Reporter

It is time for the Falcon men
to put on their running shoes
again.
This year the cross country
team seems more ready than
ever with the largest team in
school history.
Not only will they be the largest, but they will also have the
most incoming freshmen the

team has ever had.
"There are high expectations on both sides," coach
Cami Paulson said. "The
incoming freshmen need to
earn their spots. At the same
time the returners need to
lead and earn the respect of
their new teammates."
Paulson expects this to be
Christopher Moody's best
season.
As a senior, Moody has led
the team in even- race since the
2008 season.
BG began practice Aug. IK in

preparation for their first meet
of the season at home Sept. 3 in
a 5k dual meet with Toledo at
5:45 p.m.
The women have been working just as hard as the men this
offseason as they have both
been given a training guide for
the summer.
"In order to be ready and
successful for the season the
runners need to be doing their
summer training," Paulson
said. "If they don't, they
will never be able to make
it through the first week of
practice."
The seniors on the team know
what hard work can do for them.
Last season the team had a
different front runner in every
race.
"This is a very large senior
class. These girls arc very
close teammates and very
responsible," Paulson said.
"F.ach one of them has the
ability lo win."
Paulson added that staying

Christopher

Moody
Senior has led every
race since the 2008
season

SEANSH4MR0

NEW MAN IN TOWN: Chns Bergeron stands at the podium last spring as the new head coach ol BG hockey.
Heather
Senior will be key to
the Falcons' success
this season

healt hy is going to be a key factor
in determining how successful
the season will be.
The seniors to look out for
this year are Heather Conger.
Ashley Fischer, Barbara Powers,
Autumn Pettmann and Megan
Kelsey.
lusi like the men, the women's cross country season starts
Sept. 3 at home with a 5k dual
meet against Toledo with a start
time of 5 p.m.

Welcome BG Students

"In tteu of other offers Most car* and Itghl trucks

4

HOME OF LIFETIME WARRANTIES

\ Auto Service,
Centers.

Bowling Green

(419)353-2444
1087 S Main Street
Mon - Fn 8 00am - 6:00pm
Sat 8:00am - 4:00pm
www.tuffy.com

leadership role.
"I expect all of the seniors to
take a leadership role, they've
been through a lot those four
guys, good, bad and indifferent," Bergeron said. "Not just
in terms of wins and losses, but
the situations with the coaching staff, the uncertainty of the
program, just an overall lack of
stability,
"Well that has changed, so
hopefully with the lessons they
have learned the last three

with our 17 returning guys to
let them make their own goals,"
Bergeron said. "My feeling is
With 45 days to go until the BG that everything is going to be
hockey team opens their sea- positive, but I want to leave
son with an exhibition against that final determination until
Wilfrid-I-auricr, first-year head Monday when we see these
coach Chris Bergeron has a tail guys, and we get to track their
task staring him down.
progress in the weight room."
Bergeron and his staff also
Due to the renovations the
BGSU Ice Arena is currently have to deal with the team
undergoing, all of the players being very inexperienced.
went home to train over sumOf the 27 players listed on the
mer, leaving the coaching staff roster, only seven are juniors or
unable to personally track their seniors.
progress.
Bergeron is expecting the
"We set the stage last year upperclassmcn to grasp a
receiver adding to the competition this season.
In 2009 Jorden redshirted
From Page 15
after playing two years at
his sixth year after sitting out Hudson Valley Community
the 2007 and 2009 seasons with College, where he had a
an injury.
school record 60 catches for
And although he's played 938 yards as a sophomore.
alongside some great BG
Jorden said having to sit out a
receivers in the past, he said year and watch Barnes helped
this year's group has more him out a lot as he continues to
speed which makes it more grow as a player.
competitive among this
"I think me redshirting was
year's group.
the best opportunity for me
"It's good competition, but because 1 got to sit back and
it's healthy competition," actually watch somebody,"
Wiley said. "We all drive Jorden said. "Everything that
each other to get better, but Freddie did I was basically
at the same time we know if just doing that and adding
we need a blow we can get my own little twist to it."
somebody else in there and
For freshman Shaun Joplin,
they can do the same thing who also redshirted last seaas we can do. It's pretty good son, he is grateful for the help
to have depth like that."
he received from Barnes and
Kamar jorden is another the upperclassmen this year

We Offer Complete Automotive Repair
• Air Conditioning • Brakes • Exhaust • General Maintenance •
Heating & Cooling • Lube/Oil/Filter • Shocks & Struts • Starting &
Changing • And Much More!
Brake & Exhaust Inspections Are Always FREE!

Juffy

By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sporrs Editor

See HOCKEY | Page 17

RECEIVERS

SEE US FORALLYOUR AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS!
1AO/OFF ANY SERVICE PERFORMED
WITH STUDEN
U /O
T I.D.
(_

Bergeron prepared to lead Falcons

Conger

Gypsy Lane

as.

A

SUPERCAB

"Cheaper Than a DUII"

(419)494-3380

"He [Barnes] raised
the bar, but at the
same time we don't
have to do it as an
individual."
Tyrone Ptonty | BG receiver

as he tries to work his way up
the depth chart.
"Freddie helped me out a
lot last year and now I got
Calvin, Ray and Pronty and
they're all helping me out this
year," Joplin said. "Watching
Kamar is just a big help to me
this year. I'm just trying to
work my way up and trying
to play."

Operating 24/7
Only $4 a person
(within city limits)
Rates to nearby cities

ZARAPB
j4ntt€*Uc Wetiaut Rutueuuit Si*c* 200/

Welcome Back
Students!

■

Join us for a Fiesta?
•

Happy Hour 5-8

Serving: Fajitas, Burritos,
Ch imichangas, Tacos. Enchiladas,
Margaritas, and more!

1616 E.Wooster St, Unit #
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 353-0937
www.el-zarape.com

h
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"The returners, especially the seniors,

MEN

SOCCER

From Page 15

From Page 15

have taken on strong leadership roles...

winners, transfers and freshmen.
Nichols has a team of worldwide talent, stretching from
here in the States to Canada
and even the birthplace of
soccer, England.
The Falcons finished the 2009
season with an overall record
of 3-12-3 and 2-3-1 in the MidAmerican Conference.
Last season the Falcons were
outscored 44-21 in total goals.
But with a year under Nichols,
as well as a year experience with
the players, improvement in this
statistic is probable.

Richards said. "We have our
own field, our own beds and
it puts the other team at a
disadvantage."
He also said the 10 nonconference games the team
play at the beginning of the
season will prepare them
for MAC action including
one against West Virginia
University who is 24th in
the nation.
"We can go up against
those programs and learn
from them without the
pressure of a conference,"
he said.

through that, the whole team has been

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

3

8

more competitive and focused."

2
9 2 6
7 3

1
Andy Richards | Coach

As far as looking at the future,
Richards said getting some
post-season action would be
rewarding.
"Every year the MAC is a
puzzle," he said. "So we'll
see what happens, but I'm
optimistic."
Today the Falcons will
scrimmage against Windsor

at 5 p.m. and will take
on their first in-season
matchup Sunday against
the University of Cincinnati
at 1 p.m.
"Were still coming together, understanding how to
play with each other, and
it should be a good season,"
Richards said.
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5
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9

1

4

8

6

315

9

3

6
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1
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years, we can put some pressure
on them to lead the way."
A potential plus for the Falcons
is all four seniors had significant
roles on the team last year.
Andrew Krelove is the only
returning upperclassman on
defense, Nick Eno started 21
games in goal, David Solway
was third on the team with
18 points, and Wade Finegan
played solid minutes towards
the end of t he season.
That being said, Bergeron is not
promising a role to any player.
"In all positions it's wide open,"
Bergeron said. "Nobody has any
clout with the staff, so they're all
going to have to earn it.
'it's going to be set in stone, if
you want it, go get it. I don't care
if you're a first year or a fourth
year, we're anxious to see who
wants to step up and get after
that challenge."
While the coaching staff hasn't
been able to witness the progress
of the team over summer, they
do know what to expect from
the fans.
Bergeron has been going
through the Bowling Green community to get fans excited about
Falcon hockey, and according to
him, he likes what he sees.
"My initial impression is everyone is very excited," Bergeron
said. "I wasn't here when it was
uneasy and unstable and things
like that, but I've heard a lot more
of i'm excited, I can't wait for the
season to get going.'"
"We're happy with the direction the program is going, and I
think that the community is too."
After the uncertainty that surrounded the future of the program just over a year ago, the
team is finally on stable footing,
led by an exciting young coach
whose goal is to put Bowling
Green hockey back on the map.
He certainly has said all of
(he right things thus far, and his
track record in helping turn the
Miami program into a perennial
contender as an assistant shows
he has the ability to accomplish
that goal.
Starting Monday, he has just
over a month to get the team
prepared to begin working
towards that, something he's
prepared to accomplish sooner
rather than later.

COLUMN
From Page 15
ed Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Fresh off their Humanitarian
Bowl appearance last season, the
Falcon football team features
a lot of young talent that is led
by freshman quarterback Matt
Schilz, who is projected to be the

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved
Just use logic to solve.
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ANDWAFtHL
INTERCEPTION: Lane Robdotto comes down wilhan interception in Tuesdays senrnmage

as a finalist for the Biletnikoff Aardvark Custom imprinted wearables
Award, given annually to the
nation's top receiver.
WELCOME STUDENTS!!!
New No. 7 in town
Other notable number
Schilz not only has to fill the changesthisyear include Kevin M TMS-Hoodies •Hats
Jackets • Sweats
shoes of record setting quar- Alvarado, will wear No. 3 while
terback Sheehan, but by his tight end Dcmark lenkins will
Events • Greeks • Teams
new number choice he may wear Sheehan's old No. 13.
Crawls • Floors
draw comparison to another
Cmiwidcuf
Scrimmage Sunday
Wow Featuring...
former Falcon.
Disc Golf Equipment
aardvarKspe.com
The third and final scrimSwitching to No. 7, Schilz
is taking over the number of mage of camp will be held
123 S Main St • BG
419-354-6686
NCAA-record holder and cur- Sunday at 2:30 p.m. The secrent Chicago Bears wide receiv- ond scrimmage, which was on
er Freddie Barnes. Last season, luesday, didn't have a winner
Barnes smashed the old NCAA but the offense ran extra conrecord of 142 receptions, haul ditioning afterwards due to
ing in 155 passes and finished many mistakes.
Come In and Get youi haircut Today1
enrolled in another school's
graduate program.

NOTES
From Page 16
and has consistently hit from
long range in practice.
Right now, Wright will
handle field goal and kick-off
duties, while there is still an
open competition between
himself and Jerry Phillips for
the punters job.
Wright was able to transfer
without sitting out a year since
a recent NCAA rule allows
students who have graduated, but still have eligibility to
play immediately if they are
starter when the team opens its
season at Troy on Sept. 4.
Despite the departure of quarterback Tyler Sheehan and star
wide receiver Freddie Barnes,
second-year coach Dave Clawson
has winning mentality as seen
in his days with Richmond and
Fordham — where he was twice
named national Division 1-AA
Coach of t he Year and was named
his league's coach of the year four
times in a seven-year span.
From the gridiron to the ice,
t he hockey team is a team to look
forward to.
Despite struggling to a 5-25-6
record in 2009-10, the Falcons
return the likes of senior David
Solway and second-year players
Andrew Hammond and Jordan
Samuels-Thomas.
Solway finished last season
third in points for BG with 18,
Hammond saved 442 pucks
between net for a .880 save percentage and Samuels-Thomas
led the team in scoring with
25 (11 goals, 14 assists) in 35
games played.
On April 12, the team
announced ChrisBcrgeronasthe
seventh head coach in program
history after 10 years at Miami
University, where the Red! lawks
skated to a combined record of
226-139-37 overall and a Central

Colonial TJarbcrs

seasons and returned to the
NCAA Tournament.
The team is led by coach
He helped build a winning
team in Oxford, and 1 expect Curt Miller, who has been at
for him to do the same in the helm since 2001, and twotime reigning MAC Player of
Bowling Green.
And what can I say that the Year Lauren Prochaska.
Named a co-captain
hasn't already been said about
the BG women's basketball for the 2010-11 season,
Prochaska is currently third
team?
Last season the Falcons in school history in scoring
racked up their sixth con- with l,699carecrpointsand
secutive MAC regular sea- is BG's career record holder
son championship, a MAC with 241 three-point shots
Tournament championship made.
for the fourth time in those six

Hours
Mon„ Tue.. Thurs., Fri.
8 30 am-5 30 pm

Collegiate Hockey Association
record of 161-83-28.

Sat.
8:00 am - 1 00 pm
• 2 Barbers • No Waning
• Walk - ins Welcome
205 N. Prospect • |4I9| 354-0303
|J t*xlu \A*il ill ltn' Mttu, IWI., ,* (»■•.,*».., QfN

IS YOUR IMPORT
FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
12953 Kramer Rd,

BG's largest and
most complete
import facility.

off of S. Main
-BG-

Bowling Green
Campus Location
1432 Wooster St.

2 Weeks

806-4267

NOW LEASING

Tanning

1062 N. Main

Heinz Apartments Ltd.
Frazee Ave. Apartments
Columbia Court Apartments
Enterprise Square
Field Manor Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
Bentwood Subdivision
Plus Many Other Locations

352-9055

i
Free tanning based on tannin9
'
every other day. Resit icttons Apply,
' New customers only Photo ID re quired.
Expires 9/30/10

693-8826

Versa Spa
Newest Sunless Spray Technology

S|~

10

843-2055
BBMBlBB
382-5055

THE WORKS
Witt) Medium or Dark
Anti-Aging Moisturizer & Amplifier

475-9855

OREENBRIAR, INC.

841-5055

352-0717

E3SEEE521
866-8655

www.greenbriarrentals.com
445 E Wooiter
Bowling Green.OH 43402

8

6

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

v

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 am -5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a m -3 p.m.

r

n

874-6455

Unlimited
Tanning

Open Everyday
4

to

toll free 866-tanprol 7
www.tanprousa.com

**

16

99

mo.

'Restrictions Apply. Photo ID required.
Expires 09/30/2010
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ANDREA FEHl
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SACKED: One ol BGs quarterback loses yards on a sack

HARD HIT: A member o( the Falcon defense lays a hard hit on one of the recerwrs

ANMEAFfHl

LEAP:

'-IEBGNEWS

i* ball during BGs scnmmaqe

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
COURTS

ANDHEAFEHl

SHUFFLE: The football learn warms up poor to the start of Tuesdays scnmmacje

Mercer at C/ougli
• "Tenant Friendly' Management
Convenient laundry facilities
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
Short walk to Library, Student Ret
• Time-Warner cable service included
in rentals
Center and all campus facilities.
• Central air & heat
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apis.
Furnished Apartments Available

Heal & Cable Included
UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms lor mature students.
Quiet and COty environment. Furnished Available

Heat & Cable Included

ONI BLOCKSOUTH Of WOOSTER
"WALK ON 0\ III'

(419)352-0164

\s\v\v.iini\cisiiyapartmcnts.us
MOVING THE PACK: Enque Geicjer carries the ball through a line of BG defenders

August 26th

Thursday
9:00 pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Bowen-Thompi on Student Union
Sponsored by
Orientation & First Year Programs

jThe average
person can live
for eleven days
without water,
assuming
an average
temperature of
60 degrees
fahrenheit.

'•'

'

'.■:.
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USG

called My Edu. As opposed
The dining halls will be
to Blackboard, My Edu. the first in the country to
offers more advising servic- receive platinum certificaFrom Page 2
es for a $20 monthly charge. tion by Leaders in Energy
"Right now it is kind of
In May, USG collaborated and
Environmental
in its infancy," said Kevin with dinning services for the Design system.
Basch, USG president. design of the new McDonald
This summer.
USG
"BGSU doesn't have any- Dinning Center and the passed a resolution to the
thing consistent so we are reconstruction of Commons. Print Responsibly program,
looking to better clarify the
"We'rehopingtheUnivcrsity asking the University to
academic charter."
will allow students in the roof either encourage online
USG also discussed gardens to pick their own homework or financial
improvements
to fruit." said John Zachrich. incentives for printing. At
Blackboard or eventually USG Senator. "That's about its Aug. 16 meeting. USG
replacing it with a system as fresh as food can get."
received a letter from
President Garol Cartwright
announcing the discount
for double sided printing.
more alternatives to make
"I'm very happy with how
their experience at the
things turned out," said
From Page 2
University easy as possible." Melissa Dzienny, USG senarental cars is you have to be Dinda said. "If we're going to
tor and resolution author. "Its
at least 25 years old," Dinda do it, let's do it right."
definitely a win for USG."
said." You also have to pay for
This fall GSS will also be
the whole day which usually working with disability servicruns for about $50. A lot of es to help students with their
international students don't degree process.
From Page 2
have the money to rent a car
"A student who has a learn- Association members are satat those rates, and what our ing disability should be able
isfied with the election agreeprogram will do is charge to receive a fair education," ment, which could potentially
eight dollars an hour for stu- Dinda said. "If you are in a
culminate unionization disdents to go to the grocery situation where you have that
cussions that date back to
store or run errands."
sort of issue, I want them to
March 2008.
The car rental program feel comfortable corning to
"From our perspective, we're
would be available to anyone an office that is there to serve
happy everyone is settled, and
over 18 and proof of insurance them and to make their edu- we've just moved on," she said.
is not necessary. Dinda said cational experience the best it
"We're not thinking about preGSS is collaborating with USG, can possibly be."
vious disagreements, because
the University's director of
The first GSS meeting will be
we've come to a settlement
purchasing and several rental atSpmSepUintheMcFallArt
both sides seem happy with.
car companies to make this Gallery. For further questions
Hopefully we'll have a collecidea a reality.
tive bargaining unit estabor concerns, contact Stephen
"We want to give students Dinda at (419) 372-2427.
lished by mid-October."
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The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by
1 Its yolk is used in
mayonnaise
Agnus
Cochlea location
Church doctrine
Author Waugh
Third-Sunday-m-June
honoree
7 Pie nut
8 Old saws
9 Reebok nvai
10" whiz!"
2
3
4
5
6

11 Ne< ktie

12 "I approve. Tarzanstyle
13 Often twisted body
part
19 Rocke' scientist Von
Braun
21 Add lanes to
23 Note taker's need
tak . o'
kindness yet": Burns
25 French cosmetics
giant
26 Circle meas.
30 On deck
32 VIP* aircraft
34 Busy co. on
Mother's Day
37 Galsworthy's "The
Forsyte

GSS

FACULTY

"lassified Ads
419-372-6977

For Rent

For Rent

1BH & 2BR unlum apts, A/C,
on campus shuttle route.
Call 419-575-5576.

I BR S 2BR homes, both on 7th St
avail NOW' $420 & $620/mo
Call 419-287-4337.

1BR apt. dose to campus.
available NOW' S385/mo
Call 419-708-9981 Walk-ins are
available at 228 S. College

3 BR townhouses. 4lh & 5th St.
avail Aug. 2010. school year lease
Call 419-409-1110 ot 419-352-4456

Help Wanted
•BARTENDING'up to $300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided
k Call 800-96^520 exl .74.

-

Looking for a job for the upcoming
school year? Interested in a job that
works with your school schedule'
The University Libraries is now hiring
work study students for various
positions. To apply, visit
any ot the service desks at the
William T. Jerome Library or visit:
hltp. 7/wwy.^flSi^edu^Qlleqes/librarv/
Part-time wart staff needed.
Apply at LaRoe's
in Grand Rapids.

3BR siich-S/ private lull baths.
& 3BR. 1 bath, all close lo campus,
S825'mo. Call 419-708-9981.
Walk-ins are avail at 228 S. College

2 BR, I 1/2 bain lownhouse, laundry
hookup, garage, pet friendly, appl
incl, avail Aug Call 419-708-9981.

4BRhouse,lbalh, W/D
South 7th Si. BG. S775/mo ♦ ulils
Call 419-351-6218.

2BR apt. close lo campus.
available NOW $495/mo.
Call 419-708-9981 Walk-ins are
available al 228 S College

Days Inn now hiring, all shifts,
front desk & housekeeping. No calls!
Apply in person at 1740 E. Wooster.
Full/part time nanny needed for 3
children - ages infant to seven.
Call Kelly at 419-872-3683
or e-mail: rindlerkm@yahoo.com

3 or 4 BR apl, 2 lull baths 2 blocks
from campus, AC year lease pref.
Avail mid-August, call 419-352-5414

1BR apts - some close to campus.
some downtown, start al S325/mo.
Call 419-352-1584.

12 month leases
415 E Court ■ 2 br, t ba $460Ano.
447 S Prospecl-3 br, 1.5 ba $850/mo
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt Rentals - 419-352-8917
"1-5 BR houses, next to campus
Multiple tenants over 3 allowed on
lease, also 2BR apt, ell ♦ rms.must
go. MAKE OFFER 353-0325.9a-9p
tree internet, see CartyRenlals.com

1 BR apt, ideal tor grad students,
and 2BR w/ garage, all avail. NOW!
Close to campus, call 419-352-5414

5BR 5 person house, avail Aug 15th
Pike SI, 200 yards Irom campus.
W/Dincl Call 419-352-5239.

66 Tape deck button tellers
67 Red planet
68 Mixes smoothly

PISRN€LLO'S

SK ABOUT
UR SPECIALS!
coupon mem- al
oisanellos.com

9

• Lunch Fri. • Sal. - Sun.

I

993 S. Main 1 419-353-8826
5 beds, 2 booths • appl. available

Tormina
Centerff

248 N. Main 1419-354-1559
17 beds, 2 tooths • no ippt. needed

TanDingCent8rBG.com

* Gas included »

&**<$$&'

* Reasonably Priced »

For Rent

For Rent

5BR. 5 person house
all amenities, close lo campus
August lo August lease. SI tOO/mo.
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611

Jay-Mar - 2 bedroom
S450-S475 tenant pays gas 8 elec
Central A/C D/W, umvetsily shuttle
pickup. Call 419-354-6036

2BR apl home with dishwasher1
S99 deposil special!
Free Heal' Latge Patio!
Call 419-353-7715.
www.varsitysquareaplsfom

Lrg 1 BR apl on Manville Ave. 3 closels S395/mo. split utils w/ below apl.
Close to campjs. Aug'10-May 'It

Room for Rent-by Ihe semester:
WIFI. lum, kitchen. W/D. storage.
Quiel home 10 miles Irom campus
BGSU sludl. or faculty, nonsmoker
S400.00/mo. util met Call Gordon 419-494-3278. gordonr<s>bgsu edu

Cozy, quiet W in BG.
ideal for I person, appl. furnished.
Non-smoker/-pels 419-832-1951

Male grad student looking lor
roommate. Campbell Hills Apis
$300/mo incl ulils call 419-306-1482

The Highlands -1 bedroom
S350-S4O0 lenanl pays electric
Greal location, quiet area, laundry
on site Call 419-354-6036

Finished basement in Sloneridge
subdivision Rent includes Iree
internet, cable and large screen TV.
private bathroom. Mchen S laundry
facilities. Call Joy al 419-575-1175

Retired teacher renlmg rooms in
private BG home. Perfect for grad
students/prolessors 4 BRS. 2lirepl.
all appl included. S350/mo includes
all utilities Call 419-352-5523.

The Homestead -1 S 2 BR
S450-S650 lenanl pays all utilities.
Walking distance lo campus and
downtown. Laundry on site, central
A/C. greal location 419-354-6036

• bf^aitV«Tac*bgsuMii

Secluded, new large garage apl
w/ high ceihnfls. yard, and pa'kng
S450,mo rtlec, call 419-654-5716
■•

»

■

OPENINGS STILL AVAILABLE FOR FALL LEAGUES!

CJ'S SPORTS BAR AND GRILLE
ALL YOU CAN EAT RIBS FRIDAY NIGHTS

BUY 2 GAMES AND WE WILL PAY FOR
THE THIRD GAME WITH THIS AD!
HOME OF BGSU FALCON BOWLING TEAM

CMl FOR SPECIALS!

|Tan (or as low as 1

LOTIONS

2mns$5ii| VJJT §

40%0FF

NEW CUSTOMERS

1 WEEK FREE! £47

Located al:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

! "•"■Bftsw™

f

v.

.

1 ™"Y™

| EVERYDAY

KLEVERS JEWELRY
93<@/ea«i<@/ou^
* JEWELRY

Kl«v«ra J«w«Hry

REPAIR
• DIAMONDS
* WATCH

BRACELETS
CLOCKS AND WATCHKS
BATTERIES INSTALLED

REPAIR
l&i&tJM-

ENGRAVING
Open Monday-Saturday • 419-353-6691 • 1-800-569-3988
Corner oT Pnc & Haskins (Fairvieu Plaza)
u u \\ klc\crs|c\i ler\\lorc * "in

tf

For Rent

SQUTHSIPE LAUNDROMAT

* Pet friendly community *

4'9-35*-633i

65 LubrV

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Apartment, houses & duplexes avail.
many pel friendly.
"t brms starting al $310/mo S up.
'2 bdrms starting al $395/mo S up.
'3 bdrms starling al $550/mo & up.
Visit our oftice lor a brochure
Newlove Management Sen/ices
332 S Main Si. Bowling Green. OH
(our ONLY office)
419-352-5620

VILLAGE

* Minutes from BGSU *

ANSWERS

5BR. 2 balh home. 617 N. Main,
avail Aug. laundry rm, kitch appl incl
S1100/mo, call 419-722-1371.

APARTMENTS

• Apartments Available *

41 Energizer size
42 Record needles
phts >con Parks
45 Use Usterme. e.g.
48 Nest egg initials
50 Highland hat
51 Skat. ■
52 Deck marker, maybe
55 Ye _. Shoppe
56 Site ol Napoleon's exile
57 Grue in to gravity
58 Event for the first parts of 18-.
23-, 36- and 52-Across
60 Peace, in A-abic
63 Nigh! i
64 Les Etats-

TRAIGHT YEARS

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

The Bti Now* will nor knowingly accept
advertisement % Out iliwftininjie. 01
enmiiuge tltvrlminniiori against any
IIKIIV (dual ur group on ihe basis of race.
■K color, need, religion, national tin
gin. M-niaJ orientation, disability. HMM
ns a veteran. or on the IwsJ* of any oilier
legally protected status.

Childcare needed In Perrysburg
home. Three boys, ages 3 months
to 6 years. 2-4 days per week.
If interested please call Alicia at:
419-973-6118

ACROSS
1 Corrected, astexl
7 Hunger symptom
1' Taylor Swift received its 2009
Entertainer ot the Yr. award
14 Swiss convention city
15 Emmy winner Falco
16 Stimpy's pal
17 Won a game without knocking
18 Sure thing
20 Slim Irsh
21 Salary
22 Devil's work
23 Official political philosophy
26 Donald Duck. e.g.
21 Blackjack need
28 Mute assent
29 Jeanne d'Arc. par exemple
31
-purpose: serving two functions
33 Penalty caller
35 " , humbug!"
36 Now. with "the"

38 Baile'ina Shearer
39 "Why does this keep
happening to me?!'
40 Winter Palace ruler
44 Load lor a roadie
45 Start using a successfully tested
system
46 Composer _ Lloyd
Webber
47 Cream-filled treat
49 Lay into
51 Like a teetotaler
53 Deep chasm
54 Oscar winner Berry
56 Dame who's a man
59 Sing withono
shut
60 Cry out loud
61 Then what'*
62 Classic Bnt. sports

SISWIP;>'fBliNDAHD,6n(AFRtEI
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Meet Daren*
A 18 year old college
freshman. He enjoys working
out and perfecting his
jumpshot.

'

Who's got Daren's back on the court?
is BGSU Health Plan.
www.bgsuhealthplan.com 877.373.0737
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